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Shirts and skins
Murray State doesn't care
what opponents'jerseys read
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First funding

Syracuse upset by Spiders
in first round of NCAA

Alpha Epsilon Rho members
to help with Stubblefield replica
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911 discussion

1

Regional hospitals
going smoke free

r7-7

7

MURRAY. KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MOSCOW — Russian Federation President Boris N. Yeltsin
said in a radio speech today that
despite warnings by Kremlin
officials. a "no" vote in a
weekend referendum on preserving the union will not destroy
the country.

STATE
WICKLIFFE, Ky. — Former
state Rep. Noah J. Geveden, the
father of current Rep. Charles
G.Neden, D-Wickliffe, is dead
at 82. He died Wednesday in a
Paducah hospital. Noah Geveden represented the 1st District
in the Kentucky House of Representatives from 1961 to 1963.

SPORTS

Mary Williamson, a representative of South Central Bell, discusse
d the advantages of the fully enhanced
911 system in a joint meeting of the Nlurray City Council and
Fiscal Court held Tuesday at the Community Center. A public hearing will be held within the next several
weeks to hear comments about the project
from city and county residents. See related story on page
3.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Business
sales slackened 1.2 percent in
Jaouary, helping to swell inventories by 0.4 percent, the government said. But analysts said
the resulting 1.5.6 inycntory'-tosales ratio, the widest in 6V2
years, still was not dangerously
high.

By MARY LAYTON
A public hearing was held this
morning at Murray City Hall to
review a Community Development
Block Grant application. If funded
at the state level, the grant will
provide $400,000 to help fund the
construction of a water tower and
extension of a sewer line to Fisher
Price Toy Company.
The city of Murray proposes to
construct a new 1,000,000 gallon

water tower and extend 2,400 feet
of sewer lines to serve Fisher Price
and Murray Industrial
Warehousing.
The need for these facilities is
due, in part, to proposed expansions of the work force at Fisher
Price and Murray Industrial Warehousing, according to Murray City
Planner Don Elias.
Fisher Price is currently utilizing
a package wastewater treatment
plant which its now at capacity and
cannot handle the additional waste

MSU beauties

loads projected with increased
employment and production, Elias
said.
Murray Industrial Warehousing
utilizes a septic tank and field tile
system that requires frequent
pumping and is not suitable for the
site, he said. The water storage
facility is needed to assure adequate water pressure foe, firefighting
and insurance requirements.
These businesses are currently
customers of the Murray Vvrater
System, but they are not provided

fire protection by the Murray Fire
Department since they are located
outside of the city limits.
• "The industries have sufficient
flows to Meet production needs,"
Elias said, "but not enough to meet
insurance requirements due to their
need for high volumes of stored
water to supply their sprinkling
systems."
Fisher Price Toys is Currently expanding its employment and production at its Murray plant due to
an upswing in the toy market and a

management decision to consolidate some of its other U.S.. operations at the Murray facility, Elias
said.
The cost estimate of the industrial infrastructure project is
$750,000, Elias said. The grant
would provide $400,000 and the
Kentucky Infrastructure Authority
would provide a $210,000 loan at
an interest rate of 3.2 percent.
$25,000 would be provided by
(Cont'd on page 3)

City board compliments students
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

FORECAST

The Murray Board of Education
was able to compliment its students
for scholastic, extra-curricular and
athletic performances during its
regular monthly meeting Thursday
night — while saving some backpatting for their own system's success in keeping students in school
and boosting them toward higher
education.
While victories in sports and
accomplishments in tests or con-

Partly cloudy tonight. Lows
in the lower 30s. Light northeast
wind. Mostly cloudy Saturday.
Highs in the upper 50s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.3, 0.0 below 319.9, -1.3
Barkley Lake
354.4, 0.0 below 325.8, -1.2

tests are welcome, the Murray
Independent School System's high
percentage of graduates who attend
college is a statistic that "just
slides by people," superintendent
Dr. Paul H. Jones said.
"There are two things we want to
do in education," Jones said, noting
that the first priority is to supply
the students with a marketable skill
for employment in the job market.
"The second part is, we want the
youngsters to be able to continue
their education," Jones said.
Murray's schools far exceed the

state average in that department.
Jones said the state-wide average is
50 percent, with one out of every
two students attending college after
high school.
Murray's average is closer to
seven-of-eight. "That's unreal,"
Jones said of Murray's 86.4 percentage: "I think that's something
very, very special."
Murray's high percentage ,of
graduates-to-college leads the rest
of the school systems in western
(Cont'd on page 2)

County school board approves revision
in its drug and alcohol policy wording
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Eight area hospitals ..s
go nas evolved over several months w
smoke-free in July, affecting about the help of a task force representing
4.700 workers, and almost a half- each hospital.
million patients and visitors each
From the beginning, the task force
year.
on a smoke-free environment has
Hospital officals made the an- adopted a firm stand against smoking.
nouncement at a press conference not smokers." said Gerald J. "Buzz"
today at Paducah's City Hall. They LaGesse. Lourdes president. -Our
represent the Paducah hospitals - hospitals are obviously in the business
Charter. Lourdes and Western Baptist of providing health care in our respec- as well as community hospitals in
tive communities and are. thus.
Benton, Fulton, May•field. Murray looked to for leadership and even role
and Pan's. Tenn.
models."
Smoking will not be allowed inside
Task force members believe the
the hospitals. Employees and visitors policy will be widely applauded bewho wish to smoke must go to a cause three out of four people don't
designated area outside the buildings. smoke. according to a 1986 survey by
The joint effort marks the first the Centers for Disease Control.
cooperative effort of this magnitude
For those who do smoke, the
involving area hospitals. They are
hospitals are - working to implement
sharing staff eciiication and public the plan carefully in stages. offering
701a110:1S eft-(,rts
smoking cessation classes, inpatient
Each hospital policy states that its
counseling and even -rescue kits" for
role is to promote good health and set
a good health exampe. Theareapolicv (Cont'd on page 2)

City to apply for rant to help fund water tower
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

CHANDLER, Ariz. — The
Milwaukee Brewers traded productive designated hitter Dave
Parker to the California Angels
in exchange for outfielder Dante
Bichette and a player to be
named later.

50-CENTS

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Twenty finalists will compete March 23 for the title of Miss Murray
State University 1991. Contestants include (front row, seated from
left) Mary Hutkai, Allison Carr, Kim Green, Brenda Blincoe, Leigh
Waddle; (middle row, from left) Amanda Wall, Tina Hack, Kim
Dirks, Kathy Blackburn, Bridget Townsend, Mitzi Jones, Donna Jo
Edwards, Sherri Nance, Melody Helgerson, Bethany Hall; (back row,
from left) Heather Grogan, Kerry Evans, Traci Hamlin, Laura Coffman and Hope Kinney. Miss Wall and Miss Coffman withdrew from
the competition after this photograph was taken. Not pictured are
contestants Ginna Curling and Lee Ann Weatherspoon. See story on
page 2.

The Calloway County Board of
Education met in regular session
Thursday and approved the revision of the drug and alcohol policy
to allow more flexibility for high
school administration.
The revision involves a change
in terminology from "shall" to a
more flexible "may" in ithe formal
policy. The original policy required
a student violating school rules
regarding drugs or alcohol, to
report for a board hearing, no matter what magnitude or circumstances surrounded that incident.
"We feel this change is in the
best interest of the student and the
student body and it will also save
the expense of attorney fees for a

board hearing. We are not becoming more lenient in our policy
against drugs and alcohol, we just
think that there should be more
flexibility, to treat separate cases
appropriately," said Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
In other business, the board:
— Accepted the fuel bid submitted by Belcher Oil.
— Recommended that current
travel requests within reasonable
expense be granted.
— Resolved that Walter Byars, a
former board member of 16 years
be commended for accomplishments during his terms.
— Agreed upon next three meeting times: April 10, 10 a.m.; May
9. 10 a.m. and June 10, 10 a.m.
— Discussed the easement of

Southwest Elementary extending a
gas line to hook up to the city line
at no additional cost.
— Approved the purchase of two
used vehicles for the school
system.
— Approved request for leave of
absence by Susan Blackford.
— Acknowledged the gift of 39
wok lights donated by Larry Hurt
of Murray Supply Co. to be used
on school buses.
— Appointed Ray Dunn to the
Kentucky School Board Association Legislative Network.
— Recognized Jane Sisk, CCIIS
instructor, named Outstanding
Math/Science/Computer Science
Teacher National Finalist and
awarded S2,500 by the Tandy
(Cont'd on page 2)

Good Luck MSU Racers in the NCAA
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Hospitals...

mg issues which will enhance the
quality and longevity of life," said
(Cont'd from page 1)
Harry Alv is, administrator of Comthose having
• he nevi, munity. Hospita
l in Mayfiel
guidelines. I:
• .s vv ill munity Hospital recogni d. "Cornzed the health
home," he said. "By providing include items s
• .ar-tree risk associated with
active and passive
funds, we can feel responsible for .c.antly and gum. .111.1AN and
something that will publicize the designed to say We are try ing to help Smoke, and thus, has an obligation to
its medical staff, patients, visitors and
superior education in radio and
you
employ
ees to provide a save environBachuss
television here at Murray State."
.;-o.e.
J.P.
:coordinator at
ment
for
the practice of healthcare."
Western Bart:s' Ilosplt,11 and task
Larry Albert, chief engineer at
Parkwa
y Regional Hospital admiforce co-chS17,-.171. sa:d. -We know
N1SU TV-11, is designing the replinistrato
r
Mary
Jo Butts of Fulton said
patients and %is-,
there 1:]
the hospitals are "sensitive to the
ca of Stubblefield's wireless teleItOrS
to keep in
needs of all individuals, smokers and
phone for demonstration during
hack of our r....nds that the major:‘
nonsmokers." For that reason. each
1992, the centennial of his first
Ail! he nicased
has included a clause in its policy that
public tests.
Western Baptist president Kerry allows only
terminally-ill patients
-.••••• Gillthan said. We hate worked dilimeeting certain criteria, including a
gently lode\ clop a nol:cx exemplify- doctor's order,
to smoke. Other paing our
fo health prom- tients having difficul with
ty
the policy
otion ancl ne 770','s()n ,1t a safe wiII receive special counsel
ing and
enviro-7;e7.:
.onsurners and may be treated with nicotene replacefor . NISU students With a valid ID. ernplo,.des.
ment therapy.such a Nicorette gum.if
Children under 12 will be admitted
The hosplta:s
!nee statist:Ls io
free. Tickets may be purchased at
suppor:
ncw
the -door or by calling the Student
•,The effe,;,
•
Activities Offic'e at (502
health. ,i7e
762-6951.
:7g ha, t'oerf.
cancers of (Con t'd from page 1)
Contestants are:
larVnY,
Kentucky, with N1ayfield High
Allison Faye Carr. Heather Groand t;lad- School's 78.9
percent in second
gan and Bethany Hall, Murray:
.07 S Trt)k C71 C of s:rokes three
Kathy Blackburn, Camden, Tenn.; :nes aof-ten as nonsmokers. They place as the only other system with
more than 70 percent of its students
Brenda Blincoe, Mary Hutkai and
nave tu:,:c to risk of dy :74: of hear.
going on to higher education.
Hope Kinney, 1.Ins..ille:
afta,:ks 1Z‘
350.1""i Americans
Other leaders included the FulCurling. South Fulton, Tenn.; Kime‘c7\ \ ea- '-om, the effects of ton
Independent system (69%),
berly' Kay Dirks, Marion. Ill.; DonMcCracken County (65.5%), Paduna Jo Edwards, Sebree. Ky.. Kerry
cah (6.5r(). Calloway County
Evans, Metropolis, Ill.; Kim Green.
"(64.5ci) and Hickman Count'
Madisonville; Tina Hack. Paducah:
(60.4%),_ The percentages were
i
Mitzi Ellen Jones, White Plains.
compiled by the Kentucky Departs viearette
Ky.; Lee Ann Weatherspoon, Fulment of Education.
`s: danger,,,is
"The amazing thing," noted
ton; Traci Hamlin, Houston. Texas:
51)0 to
board chairman Sid Easley, "is that
Melody Helgerson, Napierville.
annual'.‘
it (Murray's percentage) has
III.; Stierri Lynn Nance, LaCenter.
increas
ed every year since 1986."
Ky.. Bridget Townsend, Bruceton.
Another good score for the sysTenn.: and Leigh Waddle, Scott
tem was in its "holding power," or
City. Mo.
percentage of ninth graders who
remain in high school through
KENTUCKY
graduation.
LOTTERY
Murray's score in that area is
near-perfect. with 98.6 percent of
its ,freshmen completing their high
school education. Again, that num
her far- exceeds the rest -of western
11.,1113ta CM I
5,1- IX SA'UAW
Kentucky' schools, with Marshall
33.1. 1.904/
County's 80.8 percent a distant

Students to help with Stubblefield replica
The first funding to support
building a working replica of the
Nathan B. Stubblefield wireleSs
telephone will come from student
members of Alpha Epsilon Rho.
the national broadcasting society.
at Murray State University.

-

which has been ongoing for six
months.
Terry Dublin of Mayfield, Alpha
Epsilon Rho chapter president, said
broadcasting students on the campus share in the excitement about
the project.
"Nathan B. Stubblefield did most
of his experiments on what is now
the campus of Murray State University, and even founded a school
of telecommunications at his

According to Dr. Bob Lochte.
chapter adviser, the contribution
will be used to buy parts and pay
incidental expenses for the project,

'•

a doctor orders it.
Bruce Garin, Marshall County
Hospital Administrator, echoes this
sentiment saying, "We recognize the
importance of going smoke free. as
well as respecting individual smoking
needs."
Tommy Stroud. Administrator of
Paducah's Charter Hospital, said. In
adoptiing the smoke-free policy'.
Charter is attempting to focus on the..
health hazards caused by smoking and
is attempting to be a leader in providing a safe and healthy environment."
The hospitals have adopted a public
relations theme. "Breathe Easy."
which will be used in posters and
brochures throughout their buildings.
They' say that exemplifies the policy
which focuses on smoke. not smokers.
Participating hospitals and their
size (by number of beds) are Charter.
80, in Paducah; Henry County Medical Center, 142, in Paris, Tenn.;
Lourdes Hospital. 385, in Paducah.
Marshall County Hospital, 80, in
Benton: Mayfield Community' Hospital. 107; Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital, 216; Parkway Regional
Hospital, 79, in Fulton; and Western
Baptist Hospital. 373. in Paducah.
In addition to those hospitals, Crittenden County Hospital in Marion
already has adopted a similar policy
and Volunteer General Hospital in
Martin. Tenn. will be smoke-free by
July.

Twenty to compete for Miss MSU title
Twenty Murray, State University.
students will compete for the title
of Miss NISI: on Saturday. March
23. at 7:3_0 .p.m in Lovett
Auditorium.
The pageant is sponsored by the
University Center Board Of :he
dent Government Asso.;a:,on. The

nner of the --pageant will compete
in the Miss Kentucky USA pageant
in the summer.
Hosts for the 1991 pageant will
he Jim Carter of Paschall Truck
Lines of Murray and Judy Russell,
Miss Murray Suite 1984.
Tickets are 53 for adults and S2

City board...

Lookin2 for Health Insurance

ti/S4

have several A & A+

Rated
health companies with good rates"
Tim

Herndon

The Insurance Center of Murray...
9111 Scaniorc
753-8355

MARCH

ei

MADNESS

SALE,
__ ,
1991

.:4, 1

•

COLT

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Thursday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
5-1-5 (five, one. five.).

1
I.st
Peppers. Disc.

Sa..102&e0
355.17
73
Sale Price *7 969
9

.
.

iiti.ki s:.'ir,

Shell

ACi;gfai
1.
----w-

This Week's Special;
Lg. Ha-tzger F•es & Me C'

.
1991

--""

'259

ACCLAIM

Friday Eight Buffet

., ,
.
. :
iiri

-

Bar-9-0 Rts, Pond Raisea Catfish
FWets, Fried Chicken. Counrry HamFood Bar. Sa ad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Cr nk

•
List
i.1-7.•.944700
Peppers Disc.
594.65
Fact. Rebate
1,000.00
s
Sale Price .11 336
9 '

\i•

--

...

1

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

.

mu

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
IL Chest
nut St.
Murray
753-0045 gi

_
...
—

Read the
want ads daily

1991 NEW' YORKER SALON
1 Liter - ..',. , "
Automatic -',A,C
Power Windows - Powcr
Door Locks - Power Sea'
Tilucru,, _ Floor -Mat.• Driser, Air Bai.f
...

I.ist_ '
"ir3-44244+0
Peppers Disc.
1.871.95
Fact. Rebate
500.00
.Sale Price

Post Impressions' Pe'-

roe"'

Reg.$66.
-,• .•
ana sti,e
• •
ancl f$CS,g,wrapS at:Id
co-arge Sale once effective
through Saturday March 16

List
$45.454:00
Peppers Disc.
1,020.40
Fact. Rebate
500.00
S1 A 01360
Sale Price

•

All prices arc plus tax, title and license.
"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car and truck company-

-

.4

•

,PEPPERS
%I

III

',WI

Pkfmali

Dodge :
I„- .
Ilogr ,,ar0, 5.....„

— Accepted the following personnel report: Lynn Robertson and
Jeannie Lamb will resign as CCNIS
custodians; Certified personnel
employed with the extended school
services program: Linda DeVoss,
Lisa Polivick, Fannilee Buchanan,
Karen Helm, Brenda Call, Fransuelle Cole. Margaret Richter, Shirley Cothran. Susan Taylor, Stan
Waller,.Marianne . Lankton, Nancy
Schempp-, David Foley. Judy Darnell, Sarah Hill, Linda Hendricks,
Marjorie Grady. Doll Redick, Barbara McCuiston, Charlotte Colson,
Sharon Arant, Karen Bolls, Suzanne Schroader, Nona-Tabers, Marie
McMillen, Johnny Wilson, Randa
Cunningham. Rebecca Vance,
Mary A. itimphries. Janis Hicks,
Jana .Hopkins. Deborah: Lampe,
Edith Combs, Diana Tatlock. Wanda Walker and Jane Cothran. Classified personnel employed with
extended school serKices were:
Jane Potts, Rita McCuiston,
Eugene Reed. Cyndy Carrol,
Claudia Carson, Beth Durbin and
Shirley Garrison.
— Also accepted to school system personnel: Margaret Wortham
and Bonnie Burkeen as substitute
bus drivers; Slinda McCuiston.
Kelly. Colson and Johnny Abaft as
substitute custodians; Brenda
Thorn and. Alicia Erwin as substitute instructional aides; Slinda
McCuiston and Kelly Colson as
lunchroom monitors; Graft Deaton.
CCHS assistant baseball coach and
Beverly Shelton, CCHS assistant
softball team coach; Penny Smith
and Teresa Snyder, as bus monitors
and Trina Lasater as an administrative assistant.

-journalist for The Times of India
-created India's "Center for
Social Unity" in 1960
-his goal is to establish
centers for non-violent reform
in the United States and
South Africa

10
.,... 1111
0

SALE 4799

, VOYAGER
? 5 Liter - EFI Automatic - A/C AM/FM Stereo Rear Defroster Roof Rack F'wr. Liftgate Release

Technology Scholars. Larry England, CCHS speech coach, honored
as one of the top 143 coaches in
the National Forensic League,
reaching third diamond status.
— Heard report on the progress
of the extended hours program.
— Approved the following grant
applications for pre-school, Part B,
writing and JTPA.

Arun Gandhi, grandson of India's late
spiritual leader, Mahatma Gandhi, will
speak on "Peaceful Resolutions."

#1.2,6 1991
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Jeep

JCStyli
Pengnn
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Salo

Eagle

2400 East Wood Street Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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JCP•aney ComPloY Inc

n

NEW SALON HOURS;
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8; Set 9-6, Sun. 1-5
No Appointment Necessary or Call 759-9811
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March 19
7 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center Ballroom
Free Admission
Sponsored by the University Center Board
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(Cont'd from page 1)

GANDHI

161746"5

in

,

In other business, the board:
'Discussed accumulated sick
leave. which board member Doris
Ca termed "the teachers' No. 1
priority" during discussions with
:he Board-Teacher Forum (the
other local
..,.:: to the issue
..
'Addressed ongoing repair pro.
j.L1 at the high- school tennis
courts arid .
1.
1 :th .leaking roof problem., at Carter Elementary and
\1,.rray High,
'
Praised the MliS Speech Team
and coach Mark Etherton for their
continued national and state-wide
successes (36 !MIS students have
qualified for the slate speech tour7.:7:,ent next week, with 12 set to
,,.mpete at the national tournament
:n Neu York City' in May): •
'Sc; the date for high school gra,:
as Nt* 16. 1991;
*Redd a iletter from The Kenr.> Inn of Le.xington,praising the
Tiger basiketball team
"exceptional- behavior
during the AII•LA State Tournament,
'Appointed ,vice-ctiairman.. Sally
Alexander as the KSBA Legislative
Net-work representative: and
'
Named Kathy Purdom as head
coach- of :he NIIIS girls' softball
team and Gary Crum as assistant
coach of the WIS. baseball team.
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',Surrey Ledger & Timms Slaff Writer

Citizens in Murray and Calloway
County will have an opportunity to
voice their opinions on the proposal for enhanced 911 emergency
telephone service. A public hearing
will be held within the next several
weeks. The hearing date is undetermined at this time.
The Fiscal Court and Murray
City Council met Tuesday at the
Community Center to hear a review
of the proposal by Mary Williamson, 911 Account Manager for
South Central Bell. The Fiscal

Court convened immediately following this meeting.
The fully enhanced 911 system
would give police dispatchers
immediate information concerning
the name and address of 911 callers. The estimated cost to phone
subscribers would be approximately SI.50, Williamson said. This
surcharge pays • for dispatchers,
salaries, equipment and site
preparation.
The enhanced 911 service could

Water tower...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Fisher Price and Murray Industrial
Warehousing, and $115,000 would
be provided by the city of Murray
to pay for engineering, land, and
administrative costs.
The water tower will serve the
entire community, Elias said, but it
will particularly help industries
located outside the city. limits.
"The city has known for a long
time that we needed to add to our
water storage capabilities at the
north end of the community," Elias
said.
The $400,000 block grant application should be sent out on Monday, Elias said, after he has an
opportunity to talk further about
the project with officials at Fisher
Price.

The power
to overcome.
f:17Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

Police Chief Larry Elkins said
that the enhanced 911 system has
proven its effectiveness in other
areas. He said that the system
would have been very beneficial
recently when a child called 911.
Although the call was apparently a
prank, he said, officers spent most
of the morning trying to trace the
location of the call.
In order to install the enhanced
911 system, Elkins said. the police
department's communication's

fa)
,

ALL DRESS, CASUAL AND ATHLETIC SHOES
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
4:1

FOR WOMEN
ALL PINWHEELS"
ALL RAFFERTY`
ALL MIXED BLUES'
ALL PALMETTO'S'
ALL EUROPREP
ALL KEDS'
ALL SUGARBABIES
ALL WORTHINGTON
CASUALJDRESS,
ALL FRENCH NAVY
ALL HUNT CLUB
ALL 9-2-5
ALL GLORIUS
ALL WHISPERSTEPS

FOR KIDS
ALL DRESS, ATHLETIC
AND CASUAL SHOES

FOR MEN
ALL GIORGIO BRUTINI`
ALL STACY ADAMS'
ALL STAFFORD DRESS
ALL STREET CARS CASUALS
ALL WEEKENDS CASUALS
ALL HUNT CLUB CASUALS

; ;Ay

ALL ST. JOHN'S BAY
CASUALS
ALL J.T. BECKETT"
Sales exclude Nike
Air Tech shoes

ALL WESTERN BOOTS

753-7283

•
Regular prices are offering prices only. Sales
may or may not have been made at regular price.

JCPenne

1991, JCPenney Company. Inc

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Sale prices effective March 16th
Perceritages on represent savings on regular prices
or original prices Intermediate markdowns may
have been taken on original prices Reductions on
original priced merchandise effective until stock is
depleted All sales exclude JCPenney Smart Values.
Also National brands may vary per store.

Fashion comes to]ffe'

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Chestnut Hills • Murray

970 Chestnut St.

—

••.?•••at

room would need to be expanded.
The monthly surcharge would be
used to pay for this expansion, to
purchase equipment and pay for
salaries of additional dispatchers.
During regular session of the
Fiscal Court, four persons were
appointed to various boards: Connie Talent — Hospital Board,
Ralph Morris — Transit Board:
Magistrate Dan Miller — County
Health Board: and Carman Parks
-- 641 Water District Board.

'Horne of Murray, Faint Bodses"

11.40, vim...0 caste*

•

'41i•451./ •
il•
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Saturday, March 16th
25% TO 50% OFF

Gov. Wilkinson
to attend MSU
game tonight

•

would be worth it, despite the
costs, even if it saved one life.
Mayor.Bill Cherry said that he is
very much in favor of enhanced
911. "I think we need to move forward on it as soon as possible." He
pointed out that both the city and
county must approve the system for
it to go into effect.
"We (the city) could do it even if
the county doesn't," Cherry said,
"but I don't believe we would proceed without the county."

•

SUPER SHOE SALE
ONE DAY ONLY!

Mayor Bill Cherry receives a
$600 check from County Attorney David Harrington on behalf
of the Murray Police Department
Drug and Alcohol Fund. The
check represents proceeds from
property and cash confiscated in
a recent alcohol raid.

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will
attend the Murray State University
and University of Alabama firstround NCAA basketball game
tonight in Atlanta, according to a
press release issued by his office
on Thursday.
"Murray State is carrying the
banner for all of Kentucky's Division One basketball teams and their
fans," said Gov. Wilkinson. "I'm
hooking forward to cheering the
Racers on to victory."
The game will start at 6:30 p.m.
CST and will be broadcast on CBS.

be in operation within a 12-month
period, she said, providing that the
city and county can complete the
extensive county-wide mapping
and addressing system within three
months.
"Initially (the mapping) is pretty
intensive, but then after that it's a
normal update as you add new
neighborhoods and businesses,"
Williamson said.
County Judge/Executive George
Weaks said that the new system

",.

,

•

Public hearing to be held to discuss proposal of enhanced 911 system
By MARY LAYTON
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PERSPECTIVE
What right to keep and bear arms?

Report
to Kentucky

WASHINGTON - The U.S_ Supreme Court looked up the other day.
saw a gun control case coming, and
ducked. The most immediate consequence is that 1.D. Farmer Jr. of
Smyrna.Ga.,cannot keep his machine
gun.
NOA this is not a consequence that
is likely to break many hearts. but the
constitutional questions that gave rise
to Farmer y. Higgins have abiding
interest. It would he useful to have a
definitive statement from the high
court on exactly what the Second
Amendment means. This case offered
c'xcellent opportunity, but in accordance v. ith its policy of pusillanimous
prudence, the court refused to hear it.
The circumstances may be quickly
stated. In 1986 Congress amended the
Gun Control Act of 1968. One change
made it unlaw ful for anyone to
a machine gun w itlout the consent of the Bureau of Alcohol. Toacco and Firearms.
Farmer applied for permission to
on and register a machine gun.
Stephen E. Higgins, director of the
r-areau. turned him down. Farmer
:hen brought suit in U.S. District
Court. where he won his case. The
:? .over.imen: appealed to the 11th
C al:. v. here he lost it. A few weeks
ago the Supreme Court declined to
'e the matter. so the decision of

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
• v•enate. Washington, D.( . 20510
KENTUCKIANS ARE NOW READ
TO W IN THE WAR ON DRUGS
Our pra%ers of recent weeks and months ha% e been answered h%
the brilliant and resounding %ictor% of our troops and out militai
leaders in the Persian Gult.
kentuelsians are joined toda% in support ot the Presiden:..,
continuing et tort to ensure that the aggression ot a brutal dictator kk ill
Ile‘ef be repeated.
\ke

II ticker toreet the proud role plaed b% our troops !row I or:
and b% thousands of Kentuck% :National

Campbell and Tor kilo

Members and
called into servie in this contlict
e took
forward to the earl% return of our troops and to the brightei tutu:
c
he hake
ha
earned throueh their courageous serkik.:e in the Gult.
Out state and nation ha% e demonstrated the unit% • the will and
the strength required to accomplish great obitctikes in the world. \o
it is time to appl% these same qualities to thc kerr serious ..2halIct:.:t.
:s
ta.ing us on the home front.
•

%\, e must recognize that these challenges tiii in-clud'e a war On ,lit.gs
.21"Inle right here at home. V% e must recognize that kk.:

and reiated
hake

in this war to protect the lies and tutures 01 our Jul& en
.
I:eh:tick% also is pla%ing a %ital role in this domestic ‘‘..tr through
teeional :ask torces and other programs to combat the continum,2

our
aa01172;.'
ol

ot lleeal drug traffic and dangerous drug abuse.
I ant evremel% pleased to report that we are now reset':112
the 7.;:•OlIft:ea we need to proail in this struggle.
-The good news for our state is that the L.S. Department
'H. aa dr- Jed 56.45-.000 for our kentuck% drug %%at

11107.•

t I,..• „

the National Firearms Act of 1934.
They were charged with transporting
a sawed-off double-barreled shotgun
from Claremore, Okla., to Siloam
Springs, Ark.
In an opinion by Justice James
McReynolds. the court looked at
sawed-off shotguns, and looked at the
concept of a well-regulated militia.
and held that the one had nothing to do
the llth Circuit stands. Farmer is free with the other:
to collect stamps. antique cars. match"In the absence of any evidence
books or old masters. but not machine tending to show that possession or use
guns. Into every life some rain must of a 'shotgun having a barrel of less
fall.
than 18 inches in length' at this time
The Second Kmendment is a has some 'reasonable relationship to
marvel of ambiguity.. It says. "A the preservation or efficiency of a
well-regulated militia. heirrg neces- well-regulated militia, we cannot say
sary to the security of a free state, the that the Second Amendment guaranright of the people to keep and hear tees the right to keep and bear such an
arms shall not he infringed.'
instrument."
The Supreme Court has noticed the
The Second Amendment. said
Second Amendment only nine times McReynolds. "must be interpreted
in 200 years. Eight of the nine cases
and applied with that end in view." A
are of little interest. (Four of them. sawed-off shotgun is not part of
decided late in the 19th century, heid "ordinary Military equipment." Its use
that the amendment restricts Congress could not contribute to the security of
but not the states. Four others,of more a free state.
recent v intage. upheld a federal lay,
Johnny Killian. editor of the govprohibiting felons from owning ernment's officially annotated Constiguns.)
tution,comments that the Miller opinion "does little more than cast a faint
The one remaining case dates from degree of illumination" on the large
1938. when Jack Miller and Frank question of gun ownership generally.
Layton Acre convicted of violating Professor A.E. Dick Howard of the

University of Virginia, one of the
nation's foremost constitutional scholars, says Miller raises the "disconcerting possibility" that the private
ownership of truly military weapons
is protected by the Second AmendWhich brings us back to J.D.
Farmer Jr.. the gun collector who
wanted to keep. if not to bear, his very
own machine gun. It would appear
indisputable that machine guns are
indeed relevant to a well-regulated
militia. Our armed forces were using
them in the Persian Gulf a week ago.
A persuasive argument may be
made that such weapons are the lineal
descendants of colonial arms. In the
18th century. New York required
every man between the ages of 16 and
45 to provide himself, at his own
expense, with a musket or firelock and
24 cartridges. Massachusetts had a
similar law. By an act of 1785, all free
males in Virginia had to own "a good
clean musket carrying an ounce ball,
and three feet eight inches long in the
barrel." A man could be sent to jail if
he didn't keep and bear arms.
Well. those days may be gone
forever, but the Second Amendment
lingers on. In terms of today's efforts
at gun control, what does the amendment mean? No one really,knows,and
the high court won't say.

5 141
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best no% s is that these funds 'ill 20 eka,:t I%
nost -- to state and local lass -enforcement ot
front lines of the battle.

And

Federal a
- ssistance goes to the DARE program 01 Jr....
the saools. the \ational Crime and Drug •Abuse Pre:Prozram, tne \ational Citizens Crime Prekention C atrpai2ri
\;:ttoral Association of Town ‘Vat,:h.
ken:

also will be using the no% oram to e-•
:ask forces, improke criminal histor%

01\0151 treatment and drug,testing at prisoners and
a.so
20 7 or .:ontinued marijuana eradication and
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. March 15, the 74th day of 1991. There are 291 days
ie.ft in the year. This is "Buzzard Day'' in Hinckley. Ohio.
Today's Highlight in History:
On the Ides of March. 44 B.C.. Roman Emperor Julius Caesar was
assassinated by a group of nobles that included Brutus and Cass:,..
On this date:
In 1493, Christopher Columbus returned to Spain following his first
voyage to the New World.
In 1767. the seventh President of the United States. Andrew Jackson.
was born in Waxhaw. S.C.
In 18:0, Maine became the 23rd state.
In 1875. the Roman Catholic Archbishop of New York, John McClo'sicey, was - turned the first American cardinal, by Pope Pius IX.
In 1913. President Wilson held the first open presidential news
conference.
In 1919. the American Legion was founded, in Paris.
In 1944. during World War II. the Italian town of Cassino was devastated by Allied bombs.
In 1956. the musical play "My Fair Lady.- starring Rex Harrison and
Julie Andrews, opened on Broadway.
In 1964. Elizabeth Taylor married Richard Burton in Montreal v. as her fifth marriage; his second.
In 1965. before a joint session of Congress. President Lyndon B. Johnson called for new legislation to guarantee every person's right to vote.
1975. Greek shipping rpagnate Aristotle Onassis died near Paris at
the age of 69.
In 1977. the U.S. House of Representatives began a .90-day test to
determine the feasibility of showing its sessions on television.
Ten years ago: About 2,500 people marched in Atlanta in a memorial to
20 young blacks found slain in the Atlanta area over a nearly two-year
period. Five years ago: A funeral was held in Stockholm, Sweden, for skain
Prime Minister Olof Palme, who had been shot to death by an unidentified gunmen.
One year ago: The Israeli government of Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir lost a vote of confidence in the Knesset after Shamir refused to accept
a U.S. plan for Israeli -Palestinian peace talks. Iraq executed Londonbased journalist Farzad Bazoft, whom it accused of spying.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Macdonald Carey is 78. Former astronaut
Alan L. Bean is 59. Actor Judd Hirsch is 56. Beach Boy Mike Love is 50.
Rhythm 'n blues star Sylvester "Sly Stone" Stewart is 47. Rock guitarist
Ry Cooder is 44.
Thought for Today: "Sometimes it's worse to win a fight than to
lose." - Billie Holiday, American singer (1915-19591.

Bush talks tough, but crime's tougher
shown that we can
Iraq. President Bush
cthied upon Arnertea to win the

A ar on crime.
As Bush _pointed out in a speech to
omc 7-osecutors and judges. some
safer in the Middle East
ha:
had been walkinE. the
,treets of their hometowns._
Si Irti;ti said. we must, shoa the
same moral force. determination and
fortitude as we did in freeing Kuwait
In free our, cities from cri7.t:
As a Cr.!. dweller and an occasional
crime :cum one 'armed robber:.. one
unarmed mugging. three hur.::,ar:es
'and two slo,..en cars). I m all for 'reeing
our Lit:es from crime.
Bat sr t clear to me how Bush
There's a solution to that. though.
and h., adrnini<7a1107-; plan on jo:ng President Bush should tell Congress
Wnen tv.0 young men stuck a that he wants to raise everybody's
2un to my nose. I didr. I even COr sider
income tax so the federal government
thsplay:ng any determination or can help local governments build
mera: f.orce. and I doubt :f they would more prisons.
'ecr, impressed. More 1 Kely.
Or if he doesn t want to do that. he
hay.e she: me in the nostril
should make a speech urging that all
s.
• a• -es .. .b.en
:0 cities and states impose local income
•
Thiral force, ;use sour taxes and higher real estate taxes to
'Sac.
retain your nose
pay for the new pokaes.
B.sh.
about hey we need a
Calling for higher taxes might
'real death pchal:y. I'm not sure whit require some moral force and deterthat means. We re executing peo.:L.: mination. but I'm sure. Bush has the
now and I assume-that they are rea;iy courage to sneer at any unfavorable
dead when we bury them. If not. they poll results.
have legitimate grounds for an appeal
Or he can take a more direct
But we've discovered that while ex- approach to launching a war on crime
ecution satisfies the craving for re- - using methods that have been proven
venge. it doesn't do much to reduce highly effective.
the murder rate. If anything. the
In every' city. the cops know which
murder rate has gone up in states that general area have the highest crime
are frying the most criminals
rates. They can even tell you which

Ten years ago
Holmes Ellis who etired as general manager of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
after 32 years of service was honored at a dinner on March 13 at
Kenlake State Park Resort Park.
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Winners of Art Contest of Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club were Dale Torsak,
Robert Crick. Gina Brown. Jance
Sims and Gene Dowdy, Calloway
County High School; Terry Cavitt,
Nene Underhill, Star Jones and Bill
Shelton, Murray High School.
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Twenty years ago
Ground was broken for a new
50-unit construction now underway
by Murray Municipal Housing
Commission. The new units will be
located south of Ellis Drive and
will join the other low rent housing
units.
New officers of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood elected at a
meeting at home of Mrs. George
Hart were Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
Mrs. John Quertermous, Mrs. Morgan Sisk, Mrs. Paul Sturm, Mrs.
W.J. Pitman and Mrs. A.H.
Titsworth.
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Thirty years ago
A regional library is assured for
Murray and Calloway County,
according to Margaret Willis, head
of Library Extension Services for
the state of Kentucky. Work will
begin here by July I. Willis added,
John Pcrfilio has joined the staff
of Murray Manufacturing Company
as personnel manager, according to
Verne Kyle, general manager of the
plant.
Sook Huh, chemistry major at
Murray State College from Seoul.
Korea, spoke at a recent meeting of
WSCS of Hazel Methodist Church.

Forty years ago
A film, "China," will be shown
tonight at a meeting of Flight B of
9565th Volunteer Air Reserve
Training Squadron to be held at
Calloway County Courthouse.
Louise Thurmond and Herbert
Cochran were married March 3.
Prof. E.G. Schmidt, teacher of
journalism at Murray State College, and his wife attended a Press
Association Conference at New
York City.
U. Ivan Lamb, son of Gus Lamb
of Murray. is serving with the
Army at Camp Polk, La.
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blocks are the most dangerous., In
some cases, they know which houses
are used by the well-armed Street
gangs and thi. crack dealers.
So why mess around with writs.
w ;grams. judges. juries, appeals and
the rest of the paper work? Its like
diplomacy. There comes a time when
the talking stops and the stomping
starts.
We have the planes, we,have the
keenly intelligent bombs, the profoundly intellectual missiles and the
pinpoint precision. So why not send
them in to take out -- a fine phrase.
'take out - pares of the Bronx in New'
York. the West Side in .Chicago and
all the other high-crime sections of the
big cities?
And I know that politics shouldn't
enter into it. bill let's face it: Most of
those who would be taken out cleanly.
as well as anyone unfortunate to be
plinked by collateral damage. aren't
Republicans anyway.
Some might call that harsh. But let
us be realistic. Presidents and other
politicians have been talking tough
about crime for decades. They said we
should hang the varmints high, lock
them up and throw away the key. let

them know we mean business. Why
some have even gone so far as to say
that we should kick ass. But America
must have the world's most stubborn
criminals. They simply' refuse to heed
the hard words of their commander in
chief. Why,some of them won't even
listen to their own moms.
Of course. there are those dreamyeyed types who have theories about
crime and its causes. They talk about
education, job training, breaking the
cycle of poverty, ignorance, unemployment and busted families.
We've always had those kinds of
silly theorists. Even 100 years ago
when Chicago's highest crime rates
could be found in the city's Irish
neipborhoods, there were those who
made excuses.
Fortunately, we've been blessed
with Republican presidents who
didn't buy any of those bleeding-heart
theories: Nixon, Ford. Reagan, Bush.
They know why a criminal is a
criminal. Because he's a born criminal. that's why. And there's no sense in
throwing money at born criminals,
even if they haven't been born yet.
So it's just the luck of the draw that
more born criminals grow up on the
West Side of Chicago and drop out of
school when they're 16 than 'grow up
in New England and go to George
Bush's old prep school.
Anyway, our president says the
answer is moral force, and he must be
right.
But if that doesn't work, move way
out to the suburbs. Most of his friends
did.
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He also implied that we ced(j;t:
criminals 100 much, letting them,
a-ppeal:their sentences and use 'technicalities to avoid punishment. If that's
the problem. then the solution seems
simple enough: Abolish the appellate
courts and the state and U.S. Supreme
Courts.. For thatfmatter. we might
away with Lourts,entirely and- ,the
cops cirsh our punishment at the
station house.
.But the knee-jerk liberal, would
moan about that, so we're stuck with
our present system. Which brings us
to another problem: not enough prison
space for all of our criminals. That's
why they get out early.
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Murray Art Guild to accept entries for competition
The Murray Art Guild will be accepting entries for its competition,
"Regional Images," on Monday, March 18, from 3 to 6 p.m. and Tuesday.
March 19, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The exhibition will open and awards will be given Sunday, March 24,
from 1 to 4 p.m.
Any artist living within a 75-mileradius of Murray may submit work
by hand delivery to the Art Guild. Entries must be representations or
interpretations of structures in this region in any painting medium, photography, hand prints, or fabrics done in the last five years.
The entry fee is $5 for each entry and applications will be available at
the Art Guild Monday and Tuesday, March 18 and 19. All entries must be
framed and provided with a means for being hung.

DEA
R ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

DEAR GRETCHEN: Thank
you for a great idea!Those interested in participating should he
aware that overseas postal rates
will apply.

Newborn admissions

Mrs. Vera Collins, At 10, Benton;
Harry Sledd, 1657 College Terrace,
Murray; Mrs. Marilyn Flynn, Rt. 2, Box
307, Gilbertsville.
Edward McDonough, At. 6, Box
211, Murray; Mrs. Gracie Paula Garland, P.O. Box 64, Almo; Thomas Lax,
Box 23, New Concord.
Mrs. Iva Nell Burton, At. 2, Box 21,
Hazel; Thomas Lamb, 729 Riley Ct.,
Murray. Mrs. Flora McAlister, Fulton:
Mrs. Marlene Sykes, 803 North 18th
St Murray; Kody Paschall. At. 4, Box
21B, Murray. Michael Crouse, Rt. 4,
Box 396, Murray;
Mrs Eva Bogard, 2200 Edinborough, Murray: Mrs. Tena Marie Weav(Cont'd on page 6)
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Perfect
Weapon (R)

1:30
3:10
705
900

Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourtn
tonight (Friday), but will be open on Saturday, March 16
midnight. All youth of the area are invited to part c
center.

Mitzi McCallon & Maryann Cathe

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

12

Revival at Salem
Salem Baptist Church, located north of Lynn Grove. w, have •
.73'
vices starting Sunday, March 17, and continuing
.'.•
20. Dr. Fred Tubbs will be the evangelist for the serv
'
p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday,through Wednespai
7 -.e r. •
Rev. Royce Dukes, invites th public to a',1e^d ••'e ser,.

S.'•

Audubon Society meeting
Jackson Purchase Audubon Society xv.!1 meet
p.m. at West Kentucky State School, 5200 aanc: 'e
program on "Jewels in Youth Garden" vs:I be S:36e .
according to Patsy Beasley, society member
ifAlr
Sally DuFord, left, and Martha Crafton cut ribbons for
table decorations for the annual style shows of Music Department of
Murray
1Noman's Club. The luncheon-show. $7, will be at 12 noon
and the
dessert-show, ¶4, will he at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, March 19, at
the club
house. The theme will be "Dolls" using dolls from the collection
of

Senior Adults Monday
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will ha..e its 37on Monday, March 18, at 12 noon in the Fei'owsh p Hc
Adams, Murray Tourism director, will talk abo,:t
senior adults are invited to attend. accordino to7- • president.

Louise Weatherly. Proceeds from the shows benefit music
scholarships and other community cultural activities. Tickets may be purchased from any club member or from Annie Nance at downtown
branch of Peoples Bank.

Special events are planned at West Kentucky L. vestoc.e. Src.x ac :JCS •
ition Center, Murray, today and Saturday. A Mule Pull, spbnso•ed
Kentucky Mule Pullers Association, will be tonight
a• F-•
p
Weigh-in started at 11:30 a.m. today. Saturday. a Horse PL, s;,- onscred
West Kentucky Horse Pullers Association, wil sta.! a: 6 n.
p
- start at 12 noon Saturday and for- more information - ca. '.7.:%-r• 4
753-2886. Admission to both the Mule Pull and Horse P.,person.

71

Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN
-1
—

M.

S

18.1 Cu. Ft.
No-Frost

.....,

Energy - Saving

Refrigerator
rat

)Magic Chef

ktogit Chef

‘,#

NDERWOOD
APPLIANCE 759-1505

Village Shopping Center

-

Mule Pull and Horse Pull

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Wednesday, March 13, have
been released as follows:

Dismissals

Main Street Youth Center

-

n
i
M
7rPaint & Decorating Center

Miles baby girl, parents, Cheri and
Tony. At 5, Box 328, Paris, Tenn.:
Marsteller baby boy, parents,
Deborah and Scott, Rt. 1, Box 216-1,
Gilbertsville.

The Professional Secretaries International will hoki their r.-iolithly meeting on Monday, March 18, at 6:30 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray. This will not be a dinner meeting and
a special activity is planned for the program, A
the meting to take pictures of the SOTY finalists.
viduals who cannot be photographed at their place of ernTilivymni.
are encouraged to participated.

Dorcas Class meeting

3ONVI1ddV 2101-VIN 11V 301A83

Wednesday and
Thursday hospital
reports released

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

The Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist OnL-7...n
brunch on Saturday, March 16, at 910 a m. at Majest.c Roy a e
Madelle Talent will be in charge of the program Opal G t•-J,r ,s
teacher while Roberta Tarry is taking a leave becase
,s;f
husband, Eugene Tarry. Lula Belle Hodges, c.ass pre;
.•ge:
-..—
bers 10 attend

k •W ERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCE

•

JO'S DATEBOOK

raw)

Style Shows Tuesday

shower for an unmarried girl. Thai
shower brought me out of the xvorst
depression of my life.
Your advice was right on. Abby.
Keep up the good work
KAREN IN ROCHESTER
***
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for all
you have done through your "Operation Dear Abby- for the American
troops stationed in the Persian Gulf
It would be wonderful if your
readers would also write to members of the British military who are
our allies, and let them know how
much we appreciate their contribution. Also writing to members of the
French military might make a fascinating project for some foreign-language students.
To correspond with someone in
the British military, address letters
to: U.K. Forces in the Gulf. BFPO
3000.. London. Great Britain.
For French military personnel,
address your letters to: Etat-Major
Des -Armees. Operation Daguet, 14
Rue St.. Dominique. 00453 Armed, France(
I do hope you will pass this information on, as it would mean a lot to
those brave coalition troops fighting
alongside our own.
GRATEFUL IN
WASHINGTON. D.0

•

This is a juried exhibition and only entries accepted by the judge will
hang in the exhibition.
Awards totaling over $800 will be given at the discretion of the judge.
Awards of 5300, S200 and $100 will be given. Additional awards will be
given from Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, Jane Rogers' Insurance and
Kopperud Realty, all S50 each, and Wallis Drugs, 525. Five gift certificates from Susanne's, Frame Village, Heart and Tole. The Gallery, and
Artlines also will be given.
Funding assistance is provided by the Business Council for the Arts of
the Murray-Calluo.ay County Chamber of Commerce and the above
named businesses.All artists in the surrounding area are invited to enter their work in the
competition..Theyare alsb invited to attend the reception, along with the
general public, on Sunday March 24, at the guild, located at 103 North
Sixth St.. Murray.

ki

a

DEAR ABBY: The letter you
published from the office women, in
conflict over whether a baby shower
should be given for an unwed motherto-be, revived a long-forgotten
memory
In 1962.
I was 17 and had just
graduated from high school. I had to
give up two scholarships to college
and take a job because I i.Ya pregnaqt and unmarried. In those days,
mosIttnwed mothers were sent away.
to have their babies,then gave them
up for adoption so that no one in the
family would be embarrassed. I chose
to Stay home and keep my baby.
I'm sure my parents were embarrassed and disappointed in me. The
baby's father and I were immature,
and a silly quarrel had caused our
breakup. I was so depressed that I
considered suicide on a daily basis.
In my seventh month of pregnancy.30 women from my office gave
-me a baby shower! I can't begin to
tell vou how much it meant to me to
have those wonderful women shower
me with theirgood wishes and nrluchneeded gifts. They literally saved my
life and my baby's life.
That shower turned my life
around. After that, I was able to hold
my head up. When my son was a year
old. his father and I got together and
were married. Five years later, we
had another son. I worked while my
husband finished college, and after
he graduated. I went to college and
graduated in 19.77. Today, our firstborn is married and has a son of his
own.
Abby. when I think of how•close I
came to ending my life. I shudder. I
also thank God for those wonderful
co-workers who didn't ponder
whether it was proper to give a baby

Hwy. 641 North

New Providence services
New Providence Church of Christ will have a gospel rreEtt,ng startng
Sunday, March 17, and continuing through Friday. March 22 james Boyd of
McMinnville, Tenn., will be the evangelist for the services at 9 a rn and 6
p.m., Sunday, and at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday Tne pun c s
•c
attend, a church spokesperson said. '

Easter Bonnet Parade
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have an Easter Bonne!
Parade on Tuesday, March 19, at 10 a.m. at Senior Citizens' Center. `Neaks
Community Center. Persons are asked to decorate your bonnet
ano
come and join in the fun, said Verona Grogan, Murray site director. Men are
also invited to participate. The group will later go to West View Nursing
Home at 1:15 p.m. to have a parade of the bonnets for the res,dents There
Transportation will be provided.

• Oncology Nursing Society
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet Monday, March 18, at
6 p.m. in Administrative Board Room at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
For more information call 1-442-1310.

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

Quinn Chapel program

The Best Shrimp
Value In Town
Is Going On Now!

The Gospel Choir of Quinn Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church,
Paris, Tenn., will present The Faithful Souls in concert on Sunday. March
17, at 3 p.m. Pastor Duncan and President Katherine Pittman inv.ted the
public to attend this special event

YAG Dinner and Theatre
Members of the Playhouse in the Park's Young Actors Guild will meet
Tuesday, March 19, at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's for dinner. They wIfi then
attend a free preview performance of The Taming of Shrew' at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park. Members will be responsible for the cost of their oven
dinners. There will be no admission to the preview.

Golden Fried Shrimp Dinner $4.99
Double Portion Shrimp Dinner 56.99
Steak & Full Portion ShrimpDinner $6.99

District UMW study
Women of the Paris District of United Methodist Church Women will have
a district-wide mission study on Saturday, March 16, from 9 a m. to 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn. Dr. Dennis Neenan, Memphis
Conference Chaplain of Golden Cross Ministries, will lead the study on
'Gospel. Culture and the Media.• Each one should bring a sack - lunch

Student Recital Sunday
Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 9
71
5

Lionheart
(R)
1:30, 7:10

7:15
9:10

New Jack
City (171)

Quitter's Day Out Saturday

3:30, 9:15

The second annual Ouilter's Day Out, sponsored by Kentucky Heritage
Quilt Society, will be Saturday, March 16, from 10 a m. to 2:30 p.m. at
Graves County High School, Mayfield, hosted by Mayfield Piecr-Maker Quilt
Group. Counties of Ballard, Carlisle, McCracken, Marshal, Calloway,
Graves, Fulton and Hickman will be represented in the demonstrations and
quilt displays. The public is invited to attend and for more inflrmation call
Lou Ann Philpot, 753-6843.

The Last W..
Ends March 21st
Dances with Wolves
PG131

1:30
7:30

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent sour moxicoat the mox les!
1008 Chestnut • 75:1-3:111
Open 11:.tm t..

77*. 7.•"*""
.
•"•-•

Four local girls will be presented in a Senior Recital on Sunday, March
17, by Joyce Herndon and Steve Littlefield. teachers. The event will be at 3
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray State University.
Pianists will be Kristi Cowan, daughter of Bill and Mary Cowan, Lisa Rickman, daughter of James Rickman and Judy Rickman, and Andrea Rose,
daughter of Winfield and Judy Rose. Soloist will be Betsy Herndon, daughter of Don and Joyce Herndon. The public is invited to attend.

1:
3:25

White Fang
(PG)

Great Taste, Great Prices, Great Value
Singles' trip to Memphis

South 12th St.

753-3822

MA.terCard and Vett Accepted Lsnuted Tame(MI. At p..tm tr,.ttn.t 'Aden Corral Rotaurant. Plea.e. N., Shanng
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Singles Organizational Society will go on an overnight trip to Memphis,
Tenn., for sightseeing on Saturday and Sunday, March 16 and 17. On Sunday, the Singles will attend a church for Singles. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Margaret, 1-247-2249, Of Mary,
1-527-0115.
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Myers and Pruitt vows solemnized

_

k•
kA-

CALENDAR

Miss Nancy Myers and Marvin
Pruitt were Married Saturday, Feb.
16.
The double ring ceremony V•as
read at 1:30 p.m. at the home of
the bride's mother, Mrs. Geraldine
Myers of Hazel.
Officiating was the Rev. Don
Barnett, minister of Bethel United
Methodist Church. Music was by
Mrs. Oneida White.
The bride was given in marriage
by
her mother who was also hers,
Ortr 20th Season starts
honor attendant.
:-20th at 1pm
Best man for the groom was his
For the finest
father.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Geraldine Myers and the late A.F.
(Skeet) Myers.
She is the granddaughter of the
Our f-cynTers;
late Mr. and Mrs. Con Milstead
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tellus
n1
and so much more...
Myers.
all in an atmosphere
The grbom-i,s4be-son--erf--Mr;••andthat 1.1 pure
Mrs.
Robert Pruitt of Almo.
Kentucky.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Mag;gie Pruitt and the late John Henry
tyip
Prutt and the late Mr. and Mrs.
m
Frank Shemwell.
'
t(4.
A reception followed the
ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Jones were
featuring Sterling silverjewelry.
in charge of the decorations which
fashion watches and Kentuck1S
were in red. white and pink.
Itargevt year-n)und &splay
Santos and carolers. And. if
Serving were Sue Vinson and
,u happen fa) see something
Beverly King.
hanging on the wall that (-)
After a short wedding trip, the
cat.ches your eye, ask_..
new
Mr. and Mrs. Pruitt are residit S probably for sale.
ing in Hazel.
el-71

Friday, March 15
Murray State-Alabama/NCAA
basketball
game/6:30
p.m./Atlanta/televised on CBS
newtv.:ork.

Mule Pull/West Kentucky Livestock Show and Expo Center/weighirtil 1:30 a.m.: pull/6:30 p.m.

Please note.
Wearr c:,,sed Mondays and Tuesdarc til

JIZTU' 13di when uv• will be open 7daca

week i at 5prn through August 12th

Saturday, March 16
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

A

nrressart4 to make

atirmsfor

•".

•rrwee.c.-42

r

'
•

boy Rt

5 Box 108. Mayfield

Murray-Calloway County Hospi:al has released the dismissals for
Thursday. March 14. No newborn
admissions or expirations were
listed.'
Dismissals

Expiration
Mrs Freda Burton Rt 4, Box 81
Murray

All Stride Rite Shoes..
All Connie's

1,12 Price or
$25.00 or

FAMILY FOOTWEAR
Draffe

1474.2773
A '!

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/Friendship
potluck meal event/6 p.m/Masonic
Hall.

tCont'd from page Si

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

For reservations:

7

nville Plaza Next To Bonanza
\s. 527-1933 • Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
All Soft- Spots & Nurse Mate*StIll
•••• •

$25.00

Benjamin Lyons, Rt 1, Box 454.
Dexter Mrs Kimberly Kay Roberts. Rt
6 Box 55A Murray. Charles Hamann
Rt 1, Box 17. Alm°.
Mrs Velma Margaret Lovel Rt 1
Box 655D, Hardin. Mrs Kittle Lovett,
Rt 4. Box 533. Benton:
Mrs Hazel McCurston. I608 Hermitage, Murray, James Foster. RI 1.
riazei, Kenneth Grogan, 1322 Olive
Blvd Murray:
. _Mrs Clara, Thorn R; 1, Box_ 82.
Alm(); Mrs Fausteen Elk,ns 1501
Sycamore St, Murray

You can be the secret weapon
* * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *

Chapter M of P.E.O./anniversary
luncheon/12 noon;Maiestic Royale,
Holiday Inn.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Stree:s. •
-Murray Moose 1.odge Dance,'S
p.m.-12 midniglii
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to ,1 1
p.m./info/753-1E1N. .
LBL e%ents include: Deer' Up
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and -Owls
1130 a.m., Red Wolves 1 p.m.,
Eagles Up-Close 2 p.M. and Hike
to. Honker3 p.m.AVNC; Planetarium. Show 12 noon, 2 and,3 p.m..
WKAA 7 p.m.VVC;' Iron Industry tft30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.. Buttermakink 2 p.m./HP,.
•
Sunday, March 17
National Scouting Museum/1'2:30
to 4:30 p.m.
AA and 'Al-Anon/closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple/
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.

REGIONAL
SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church/
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

tatit. Richard Barrow
Capt. Richard (Rick) Barrow,
C.R.N.A,, M.A. and Army Reservist, was called to active duty on
Nov. 5, 1990. by the Presidential
Callup in support of Operation
Desert Shield, -then Desert Storm.
He is stationed atr Fort Bragg,
N.C., and provides anesthesia service for Womack Army Hospital.
Capt. Barrow is a 1975 graduate
of Calloway County High School, a
1979 graduate of Murray State
University, a 1981 graduate of
Decatur Memorial Hospital School
of Anesthesia and received a Master of Arts degree in Ancsthesiolo-gy Education , and Administration
from Sangamon State University.
Springfield. Ill.
He is also an Armyt reservist
officer assigned to the Academy of
Health Sciences at Fort Sam Houston. Texas.
- Capt. Barrow was employed by
Murray-Callov.ay County Hospital
and Dr. R.H.- Stout. He is an :asso-elate professor of anesthesiology at Charity Hospital/Xavier University
School of Nurse Anesthesiology.
New Orleans', La.. where he spe:
cializes --fa-Trauma Anesthesia.Capt. Barrow is the son of Faye
Barrow. 1007 Main St., Murtay.
and the late Al Barrow. He is the
grandson of the late Mr. and Istr.
R.R. Charlton of Murray.
Capt. Barrow and his wife, Patty,
also a.former employee of MurrayCalloway County Hospital and Dr.
H.S. Jackson, reside in Nietairie,
La.
Capt. Barrow urged everyone to .
coninue to support -The troops as
they continue to .serve the United,.
States.
PI 111.11'

The
Shield

LBL events include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.fh., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m.,. Attracting .Blusbirds
12;30 p.m.,-Red Wolvel- 1:30
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m.. Snakes
Aiive 3 p.m.AVNC: Pla-netarium.
Show 12 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC: Iron Industry 10:30

STEVE NEKTON
!lead Basketball Coach
Murray State University

;2(i.i itht ay5

symholi.zed courage
:il Murray State University. Those
ho pick it up and moteto the
-rotzt lines of our latest challenge
a ill he champions ofour unitersitv
community. As MSU seeks to raise
for the new regional special
es ents center. a e look to You and
to others who s
. hareyour
You can he the secret weapon.
Your gift will help bring a beautiful special et ents facility to the
region. Yourfamily,friends and
tzeighhors will benefitfrom its
presencefor years to come.
More than just a basketball
player's- dream, the events center
ill seri e the community in !WMerOUS WaVS. Seating capacity will
.greatlts exceed that of Racer Arena,
making it suitable for many
purposes. Check the possibilities:

"Murray State is proud to
represent all Kentuckians
in the NCAA tournament.
We will do our best and ask
youfor your support."

funds

More
Business

Educational
Advantages

Live
Entertainment

People of the region will benefit
from this excellent educational
facility. The new center will provide an attractive, functional
environment for conferences,
symposiums, and workshops.

A first-class basketball arena
will be home for the Murray
State teams, regional tournaments, and other indoor sports.
The new site will he particularly
suited for live concerts.

Showcase
center will join a
hstbt L. Liltural facilities in the
area. XI will contribute to the
tine arts picture. The center will
he ideal for formal ceremonies.

Today is a critical time for your
itift. The architectural plans are
in the beginning stages.
For immediate information,
call Murray State's development
office at (502) 762-3001.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
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•Wallc
•Paint
•Wind•
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1304 Chestnut St.
759-1074
1-800-634-4903
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•FlooP
•Bed I
•Land:
•Help'

(102) 7111
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For Details Call
Patty Greenway, Kimberly House or Randy Wilkins
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4- Cultural

Trade shows. con‘enti;as.
and exhibitions will boost
the region's economy. Thanks to
the new special events center.
tourism will be advanced.
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Main Street Youth Center/will
not be open tonight.

Mr. and A4rs. Marcin Pruitt

1?estatinuil

Service
Notes

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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St. Leo Catholic Church events
include ,..N1ass/12 noon; Fish
Fry/5:30-7 p.m.; Lenten Prayersr7
p.m.

I Gilt Shop

ITe.st

AP Fashl

Parents' Night Out/5:30-11
p.m/First United Methodist
Church.

Cproils

er and baby gal, Rt 5 Box 1212
Murray
David Owen. 1807 Sherry Lane
Murray Mrs Donna Brown and baby

By SU

St. John Baptist Church/gospel
explosion in song/3:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.

i),,.t

4(

Sunday, March 17
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Cornmeal
Cooking 10 a.m./HP.

Games/8 pm/Murray Moose
Lodge.

Cliarbroiled
Steaks
,Prime Rib

Hospital...
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Toyland to tailored variety
featured in fashion shows
By SUZY PATTERSON
AP Fashion Writer

PARIS — The Japanese stole
the show in zany styles Thursday at
the winter ready-to-wear
collections.
Yohji Yamamoto, long known
for voluminous black layered or
asymmetrical outfits, turned into a
carpenter. His final numbers —
with wooden slats hung together
with hinges — seemed like do-ityourself warehouses.
His khaki outfits — pants, minis,
maxis — spoke of austerity, and
his muddy colors, perhaps inspired
by the Gulf War, had a heavy
spirit.
But Yamamoto snapped out of
solemnity with full and pleated
short skirts, fitted jackets and
white-piped sailor-inspired styles.
Colorful sweaters were matched
with high-waisted skirts and chunky necklaces covered in matching
knit.
As sanity vied with oddity, some
of the multicolored crochet dresses
with hoops or apron toppers
brought back hippy-like shades of
the 1960s and '70s. Another Japanese designer, Rei Kawakubo at
Comm des Garcons, showed she
can tailor and cut normal clothes.
But who cares, since others here do
it better? Her real sensation was a
new group of original and elegant
ball gowns.
They were her first attempt at
such clothes, and she succeeded.
Bell-shaped taffeta strapless ball
gowns stiffened with crinoline held
magical touches, such as a big
fabric-draped rose at the waist, a
layered skirt, or paintings in
abstract patterns.
Those who want to dress up in
shower-curtain garb can also look
to Comme des Garcons. Kawakubo
used transparent vinyl, gaily edged
in color, over a lot of her mini and
longer knits.
More demure were some excellent long jackets and pants outfits

-• •

Winners for Best Scout Theme in Cub Scout Pack 73
Cake Auction
were, from left, Gary and Brandon Williams, second,
and
Mark and
Caleb Reinhardt, first.

•••
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Inc.
Children's
Fashions

Grant Orr, left, shows the Yummiest Looking Cake and Joel
Greg Smith, right, show the Most Original Design Cake at Cub and
Scout
Pack 73 Cake Auction.

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 18
to 22 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:

Lunch
Monday - chicken n..igets
me sandwich. Tuesday
enchiada, hot ham and crieese sa•
wich: Wednesday- - stromboi.
dog, Thursday - roast beef and gra.
turkey club sandwich. Friday zaghets, philly beef and swiss sandwich Salad bar hamburger chees«,
burger, pizza, fruits vegetat:ies 0,-,
sandwiches, milk and fruit c•i,,
i s a•c
available daily
MURRAY CITY

CALLOWAY COUNTY

Best Decorated Cake winners in Cub Scout Pack 73 Cake Auction
were, from left, Adam/Brett Nante and Mike Nance,'first, and Cal‘in
and Bobby Falwell, second.
Photos by Peggy Taylor

Annual Blue-Gold banquet
held by Cub Scout Pack 73
Cub Scout Pack 73 held its annual Blue-Gold Banquet to celebrate
Cub Scouting's 61st anniversary on
Saturday,/ Feb. 23, at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
Banquet highlights included a
buffet meal, songs, skits, games
and ceremonies presented by each
den; and a special awards cermony
led by Gary Tayior, cubmastcr, and
Mark Reinhardt and Phil Jones,
assistant Cubmasters.
Special guests included Ambler
Brown, Council Executive of Four
Rivers Council; Dr. Michael Hicks.
principal at Southwest; and lerry
and Paula Bell, Benton, auctioneer
and cake judge.
A Father-Son Cake Auction was
held at the conclusion of the banquet. Forty-one scOutsi and their
Dads made and decorated cakes to
be auctioned off to the highest bidder. Prizes were awarded in the following categories:

Best- Decorated Cake •— Adam/
Brett Nance and Mike Nance. first;
Calvin and Bobby Falwell, second.
Most Original Design -7 Joel
and Greg Smith.
Yummiest Looking Cake —
Grant and .Larry Orr.
Besti Scotit Theme — Caleb and Mark Reinhardt, first; Brandon and.
Gary Williams, second.
The auction proceeds totaled
over S800. The funds will be used
to run the Pack program and pay'
for various activities the boys participate in each year.
Pack officials expressed appreciation to all the sponsors, Jerry Bell,
auctioneer, Paula Bell, cake judge,
Southwest PTA, Wal-Mart.. UTote-Em Grocery, Kroger, Storey's. Piggly-Wiggly, Mike and
Carol. Perlow, Howard D. Happy
Co.. Tayl,or Bus Sales, Gary and
Peggy Taylor, True Value, IGA,
and Coastal.

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - butter pancakes and link
sausage. Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon toast and
hot oatmeal; Thursday - ham and egg
omelet w/toast; Friday - chicken fritter
on biscuit. Milk, juice, cereal and toast
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - burritoesichili, turkey club
sandwich: Tuesday - fish nuggets,•
cheeseburger; Wednesday - pizza,
chicken pattie sandwich. Thursday turkey and dressing, hot hot; Friday taco salad, deli ham and cheese. Peahut butter/jelly sandwich, grilled
cheese, fruits, vegetables, fries.
desserts, milk and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
.
Monday - sausage and biscuit:
Tuesday apple turnover; Wednesday - scrambled egg, hashbrown,
toast: Thursday - cinnamon roll; Friday - breakfast pizza. Cereals, fruits,
milk and variety of juices are available
dailyo
Lunch
nday
Monda
y - crispy steak, footlong chili
dog. hot dog bar; Tuesday - turkey
and dressing, cheeseburger, potato
bar; Wednesday - meat spaghetti/
bread sticks, deli turkey sandwich,
taco bar; Thursday - pizza, barbecue
sandwich, salad bar: Friday - chili cripito, grilled cheese, pasta bar. Fruits,
vegetables, fries, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - toast wtharn and cheese
omelet; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit: Wednesday - pancakes ails link
sausage; 'Thursday
biscuit 'VI,
sausage gravy; Friday - cinnamon roll.
Breakfast bar, •cereal, fruit, donuts,
juice and milk are available daily.

Elementary breakfast
Monday - waffles Tuesday • ••-_ ,
Bun, Wednesday - Poptart Thursday
- scrambled eggs and
t Friday ,
peach turnover Juice or fr.t
- •
are served each day
Robertson
Monday - harriturge•
cheese; Tuesday - p zza :• -,•••=.•
steak, Wednesday dog. Thursday - ha7o,..•giri•
nuggets, Friday .7.7a
soup wicheese and C.117••,'"7
of fruits. vegetables ar
able daily
Carter
Monday - harrt.i'•7er '
Tuciday - pizza. ribette Wednesday •
and salad grilled cheese saw
Thursday - footlong hot dot: pen
butter and jelly sandwich ---Friday
submarine, Sloppy Joe
fruits, vegetables_ and
ace'a.
able daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
"
_
Monday - coffee • cake. Tuesday sausage and biscuit. Wednesday •
apple turnover. Thursday
eggs Friday - donuts Cefea',
fruit juice or fruit are avaiiabie
,
Murray Middle
Monday - crispito, chit-ckwac:
Tuesday - tamale pie, corn dcg Wednesday - salisbury steak chef sa.a.1
Thursday - soup and sandwich
melt; Friday - fish sandwich gr
cheese sandwich French fries pizza
choice of fruits and -vegeta: es
and fruit drinks are ava.:atie do
Murray High
Monday - chicken r;.ggets g•
cheese sandwich. Tuesday - f ,..Hoagie sandwich. Wednesday - etada. tuna salad: Thursday - taco car
ham sandwieh, Friday - -chit (1'7-'3'
chicken fried steak Pizza. - harrib,,
gers„ French ifies, taked: - d%;s:
nachos, soft bread pretzels choice ct.
fruits and vegetables, milk and hut
dtinks are available daily.

p.

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 14

Lacey's
FAMILY RESTAURANT

319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.
527-7275

\4,)

SUNDAY BUFFET
11 A.M.-9 P.M.

g 99

Steamboat of Round, Virginia Baked W
Ham Sliced to Your Perfection, Turkey,
Cornbread Dressing, Southern Fried Less
10';
Chicken,Bar-B-Q Ribs,Country Ham,Coun- With Coupon
try Fried Steak & Gravy,Cream Corn,Green (fr• c^uPr'r
Beans, Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & 1 j"'r "P'T" '1 41
Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples, Lima Beans,30 Item
Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar with Wide Variety

4,0

We have won Teleflora's coveted
'National Golden Dove Award"

•
MO*
.-."•".•••••,;•

99
•

Join us for our week long celebration
beginning Monday, March 18 at noon.

0,

-,1••••.

•

•4
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Stop by...and help us celebrate

Sheila Cohoon & Ann William,
Experienced hi Helping Yon Choose:
•Wallcovering (one room or all roorna)
•Paint
•Window Treatments
•Accessories (selecting and arrangement)
•Furniture i•electutri new Of rea‘ngIng

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET

Ten us

ridenthial

Your

Snow Crab Legs, Frog Legs, Fried
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Fresh Shrimp,
Fresh Oysters,Crab Meat in Hot Butter,
Crab Rolls, Clam Strips, Fried Scallops,
Shrimp Creole & Rice, Egg Rolls, Baked
Caluti Pollack, Salad Bar, Vegetables,
Large Variety Dessert Bar.

Head uarters

'
,at own)

•Floorcovenng
•Bed Dressings
•Landscaping (one area Of oomph.* yard)
•Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment
(1102) 71111-7027ii 71S-OGOS AU p.w.

ad
705 S. 4th

, 4‘•••Z•
•77 •
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SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

Offered by

,

"

anniversary show .last year, would
be back.
Horn said Collins' work required
him to stay mostly in Southern
California. He is host of the Li)
TV program -The Home Shosk
Collins replaced Ron E;y, for
merly television's Tarran.
in 1982.
Collins as t-Aist of we
pageant, but Parks sang
pageant's •signature song.
She Is." to the winner. Pick,,
been fired. in -1980.

Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White &
Redeye Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit &
Juice Bar.

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

gt.

:

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Hear
t.

was trying to give an example of
how one thing can influence this
calculation. Maybe smoking habits,
or race, mould affect the formula,

MURRAY
TODAY

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —
After nine years as emcee of the
Miss America pageant, Gary Collins has sung his last "There She
Is."
"The pageant and I felt that the
timing was right for us to part
company," he said in a statement
Thursday.
Pageant director Leonard Horn
said a new host as not been
selected. He refused to say whether
former host Bert Parks, who
appeared on the pageant's 70th

•;'•• -`19
.
ave,

1
, •1244
• ,' '41
.
"
•.4)
V- •••••7fe.ki

Gary Collins resigns as
the Miss America em ay

in silvery slubbed shantung.
Angelo Tarlazzi, carried away by
the sassy '60s, ranged from some
good graphic knits into a somewhat
uneasy vulgarity. His bold blackand-white tunics and cigarette
pants or the black-and-gold shiny
lurex knits were on the striking
side.
Showy as well were his mattressquilted puffy velvet tops. One
blood-red bubbly top over tiny violet jersey shorts looked like an
addition to toyland.
But his clinging, shirred multicolored satin minis reminded New
York-based design specialist Shaw
Behzad of "cheap junior stuff."
It was a much less showy scene
at Nino Cerniti, who is proud,
however, of film clothes he's
designed for the.likes of Kathleen
Turner and Jeremy Irons.
All softness with touches of fine
tailoring, the outfits by menswear
specialist Cerruti remind one he
comes from an Italian fabricmanufacturing family.
In smoky or funky pastels from
dusty pink to lots of creamy ivory
and caramel, the knits, jerseys and
other soft wools had jackets and
flowing short coats rounded in
front, dipped in back.
Jean-Charles Castelbajac, always
true to his credo of naturalness and
gaiety, turned out groups of colorful minis, tunics or shorts and full,
sporty jackets.
The toppers were original in
multicolored nubbly or boucle knits
with fringes. Other jackets came
out with naive drawings and little
written mottoes like desert, fire,
water and jungle.
• Cardin, who is not giving a
show, presented a collection of
jewels, medals and sculptures
under the theme "Chernobyl, never
again — Priority, the environment" in conjunction with UNESCO at the Paris Mint.
The 1986 accident at the Chernobyl nuclear reactor in the Soviet
Union killed at least 30 people and
-caused widespread contamination:

"It was just a little lighthearted
plea to show people not to get too
uptight about this rule."
Still, not all doctors agree. Dr.
Stuart Campbell, an obstetrician at
London's King's College School of
Medicine and Dentistry, said it's
unrealistic not to estimate a due
date.
"Women like to focus on a particular date," he said. "Most
women realize they're not going to
deliver on that exact date."
Campbell recommendtti dating
by ultrasound rather than by lastmenstrual cycle. Doctors can determine fairly accurately an estimated
delivery date according to an ultra- sound, he said.
"The beauty of 40 weeks is that
once we know the patient is
approaching 40 weeks, we can do a
test to establish she is normal,"
said Dr. Campbell.

PAGE 7
.
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Obstetrician says thinks pregnant
women to not have exact due date
LONDON (AP) — A British
obstetrician thinks pregnant women
shouldn't be given an exact delivery date because it causes too much
anxiety.
Dr. Nigel Saunders of St. Mary's
Hospital in London, writing in the
British medical journal Lancet, said
less than five percent of women
deliver on their due date.
He said women who think
they're overdue may opt for an
induced delivery when it really
isn't necessary, so he advises doctors to give women a little leeway.
"I think we need to get the message across that this isn't an accurate prediction," he said in a telephone interview.
Delivery dates are often deduct
using a formula popularized by a
19th century physician, Franz Carl
Naegele. According to Naegele's
rule, adding nine months and seven
days to the date of the last menstrual cycle gives the birth date.
1 But Saunders said it is normal
for women to give birth anywhere
from 38 to 42 weeks after
conception.
Saunders said many variables
affect Naegele's rule.
For example, he reviewed 23,000
births and found that tall women
tended to deliver late. About 65
percent of 5-foot-7-inch women
gave birth after the due date compared with less than 45 percent of
women shorter than 5 feet.
He doesn't know why. But he
says it proves his theory that delivery dates aren't exact.
"I'm not making a big thing
about height," said Saunders. "I
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REGISTER FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM.
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WRITING TO READ

COMPUTERS

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

ASSESSMENT

If your child will be 5 on
or before October 1, 1991,
Register for the
Calloway County
Kindergarten Program
On The Following Dates:
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
March 19
March 20
March 21
At
At
At
North
Southwest
East
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
FULL-DAY PROGRAM
TEAM TEACHING
LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE
LEARNING CENTERS
IBM "WRITING TO READ"
AESTHETIC EXPERIENCES
ASSESSMENT
PARENT RESOURCE CENTER
PARENT TRAINING
SUPPORT SERVICES
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Two Kentucky men admit
to robbing Knoxville bank

Local music patrons, families and friends of the Murray Independent Schools music department
will be attending the upcoming "Festi‘al
Showcase" concert. This musical presentation will be held in the Murray High School gymnasium
on Tuesday, March 14, 7 p.m. Featured on
the program will be the music that the bands and choirs will be performing at the Kentucky Music
following week. Pictured above left is the Murray High School Band saxaphone section:(from left) Educators Band and Choir Festi%al the
Matt
and Sara Klaus. Pictured in the top right photo are (from left) 8th grade clarinetists Laura Roseman, Lawson, Dusty Wilson, Anna Perkins
Mary Maddox and Dawn Toth rehearsing for the upcoming events. Pictured in bottom left photo are several members of the Murray
High School brass and percussion sections
rehearsing for the upcoming "Festival Showcase" concert. Pictured bottom right are 8th
grade flutists (from left) Caleb Johnson, Allison
Hocking, Jamie Frisk and Amy Bryan are pictured rehearsing for the upcoming "Festival
Showcase" concert.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Two Kentucky men have pleaded
guilty in U.S. District Court to robbing a Knoxville bank of S140,000
last December.
John Michael Fletcher, 40, and
Arthur Reid, 21, both of Lexington,
Ky., pleaded guilty to robbing First
American National Bank's Dale
Avenue branch Dec. 26 in a hearing before U.S. District Judge Thomas Hull Thursday. Sentencing for
the two men is set for May 7.
Court documents and an affidavit
from FBI special agent Edward
Velasco show Fletcher and Reid
drove from Lexington to Knoxville
in a ,stolen Chevrolet Blazer.
Documents state that the men
handed the bank's branch manager
a note informing her they wanted
all the money in the vault, and that
Reid was carrying a device that
ould kill everyone in the bank if
triggered

s•e•

••• •
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Fletcher entered the vault with
the bank's head teller and took
about $140,000, including a dye
pack, according to the documents.
The two then fled on foot back to
the Blazer and drove a short distance before switching vehicles and
leaving the state.
The next month, the pair allegedly used the stolen cash to buy three
late-model vehicles, two thoroughbred horses and two Mossberg
shotguns, the documents say.
Fletcher's girlfriend told police he
bought her a Ford Bronco.
Court documents showed that
investigators determined 'the veki-cle had been purchased by Fletcher
when a car salesman described the
cash Fletcher gave him as "wet.Apparently, the men tried to
wash the money after the dye pack
exploded, according to documents.
The men were arrested Feb. 13
in Knoxville.
•
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Holland Tire Co.
is overstocked with

235-75-15 A/S
Uniroyal Larado Pull Offs

Former State Rep. Geveden dies
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) — Former state Rep. Noah J. Geveden,
the father of current Rep. Charles
Geveden, D-Wickliffe, is dead at
82.
He died Wednesday in a Paducah hospital.
Noah Geveden represented the
1st District in the Kentucky House
of Representatives from 1961 to
1963.
After graduating from the University of Louisville School of Law

z

-DINNER SPECIALS-

in 1936, he began practicing law in
Wickliffe. He was Ballard County
attorney from 1946 to 1950 and
Wickliffe city' attorney for more
than 20 years.
Survivors in addition to his son
are his wife, Bertis; a daughter,
Jean Thompson of Wickliffe; five
grandchildren; and a greatgrandchild.
Funeral services will Friday,
with burial. at Wickliffe.

50

(After 4 p.m.

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore Sat. - Fried
Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 a.m.- 10 p.m. Served wah Salad, Choice of Potato and
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls

Lcig

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
_3.95
3.95
2.95

bTni-cestauran

UNIROYAL

Per Tire

Mounting 84 Balancing Included

Open Sat. 8 a.m. - Noon

Holland Tire 1 596..

—

E. Main & Industrial Road

GO WITH THE GREEN
DURING OUR
ST.PATRICK'S DAY SALE.

COAST TO COAST HARDWARE'S
ST. PATRICK'S DAY SALE!
Or Free Mulching Kit With
Purchase Of Any Model Walk
Behind Mower At Sale Price!

FREE REAR CATCHER

Push Mower L2IZPN
Self Propelled Mower 1217.9N
•
•4-HP c)mmercial•4-HP commercial'\ •
grade engine
grade engine
• 14-gauge steel deck
• 14-gauge steel deck
• 21" cut, staggered-wheel
• 21'cut, staggered-wheel
• Mulch-N-Mow
• Mulch-N-Mow
attachment,shredder,
attachment, shredder,
side and rear bag available
side and rear bag available

Self-Propelled Mower P421EMR
•5-HP ComMercial-grade -engine "
• Magnahtet deck
•21" cut
• Multiple-speed drive
• Electric start
• Freshlube'" oil
injection system for
longer engine life
• One-handed rear
catcher standard
• Mulch attachment and
dethatcher available.

\

'70
OFF
REG.
PRICE

$70
OFF
REG.
PRICE

$50
OFF
REG.
PRICE

Sale

12 HP/38" Cut
Coast to Coast Rider

_

Electric start Rnggs & Stratton PC engine. 7
peccl transaxle drive. High-vacuum deck. Adj
steenng column. 12 volt alt./starter 5 heights. 14
amp battery (011.22511

$899"
2 Year Engine
Warranty

Rear Engine Rider RE12e
-Filler RT5S
•.541P engine
• Ft, tines, 1.
2 diameier
•Tilling depth adjustable to6
•2.1 fixed tilling width
• 16 diameter wheels
•21 pi isition
swing handle
•Single
speed for
ward and
reverse

Lawn Boy!

Save!
'450"
OFF
REG.
PRICE!

Lawn Boy!

00
$699
SALE!

I..3V• n I ractorl.T12
•12-Fir ocimercial grade engine•5-speed heavy duty
transaxle•-1.... • ' • 'tinted mower deck•Twin bag
grass catcher. thatcher,
sni ov Mixer blade and
snowthn over
available

• 12-HP commercial-grade engine
• 12-volt electric start with
electronic ignition
•30'side-discharge full floating
mower with gauge wheeLs
•5-speed gear drive
transmission
• Optional 5-bushel, 2-bag
grass catcher

Lawn Boy!

Lawn Boy!

Save!

Save!
$750
OFF
REG.
PRICE!

$700

OFF
REG.
PRICE

'3199s9ale!

5 HP Dual
Direction 'Tiller

5 HP Garden
Tiller

Lawn Tractor 1,T1211
Rated highest in its class for quality by a leading a)n,umer
magazine• 12 HP commercial grade engine•Hyrin.static
dnve with cruise cinitrol•38" axle mounted mower deck
•Twin hag grass catcher
thatcher,snow dozer
blade and
snov.ihn over
available

• Briggs & Stratton
Engine
• 13" Steel Tines
• 9" Poly Wheels
• 3-Step Belt to Chain
Dnve
• 26" Tilling Width
• Self-Sharpening Tines
4Oo

• Bnggs & Stratton
Engine
• 3-Step Belt to Chain
Dnve
• 13" Steel Tines
• 18" Tilling Width
• Adjustable Swivel

•
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Central Shopping Center
753-8605
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Racers,'Bama seeking different types of respect tonight
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger Times Asst. Sports Editor
ATLANTA — Both the Murray State Racers and the Alabama Crimson Tide willbe searching for respect tonight at
b:.16 p.m. when the two tip off their NCAA Tournament's
'•.' itheast Regional first-round game it The Omni.
It's a different type of respect, though, which they seek.
I he Racers will try, to keep the Ohio Valle Conference on
he top of the list of mid-majors who ptill off upsets of the
"big league" teams, while the Tide are trying to get past the
.k.c.et 16.
"Our Learn is playing to its full potential right now." Racer
,Oach Steve Newton said. "This is a V. i n-v.1n situation for
\Itirray State. We're not going to be Rodney Dangerfied this
Put the Rodney Dangerfield syndr,
ii'vC is going to have to live with. des::
their last four first-round NCA
dzt year's NCAA appearance
• ers:orne the jitters.

something Ltd'. :he
winning three out
that
A
he ;•

"There is no question that the NCAA.expgrjence was a real game on
the last game and I don't thank you can do that."
plus for us," Newton said. "We've learned a lot from last year
In Sanderson's eight NCAA appearances. Alabama has
against Michigan State."
reached the Sweet 16 five times. but haven't gotten into the
Tonight's matchup features two teams that are peaking Final 8. The
Tide want to take that next step in the
heading into the NCAA Tournament. Murray State has won tourname
nt.
nine in a row heading into tonight's game. while the Tide has
"I think advancing past the Sweet 16 would be special,"'
won six of their last seven, with the only loss coming to KenAlabama guard Gary Waites said. "We won the conference
tucky in Rupp Arena. The Tide won their third-straight SEC
tournament for the third straight time and we went to the
Tournament in Nashville over the weekend.
Sweet 16 last year. That gives you incentive to go further. I
"Our team has made some progress throughout the latter think
you get to a certain point and you get greedy. You
part of the season," Sanderson said "We-seem to have gotten always
want to go further.
better on defense and play better together on offense. We
But
aren't turning the ball over as Much as we did midway Tide with their thoughts on the Final 8. Sanderson says the
aren't looking pat Murray State.
through the season."
"You look past teams in the Final 64. you're going to get
But Sanderson is quick to point out that he doesn't know if beat."
he said.
the Tide roll will carry over to the NCAA.
Melvin Cheatum. the 6-8 senior who will more than likely
"I felt like that the more we played in the Southeastern face
Murray's Popeye Jones. agrees.
Conference tournament in Nashville, the better we got," San"I don't think we'll take them lightly." Cheatum said.
derson said. -I don't take too much stock in things carrying "When
the pairings came out, the first thing that came to my
over much. Every week is a new week and every game is a mind
was that when I saw them play on television. the
new game. So many times I think you want to base the next (Coned on
page 11)

Spiders bite into Orange
Richmond repeats '88 shocker
••e
• Rocs es got the typca 17
co-ms 'pm Ca De" C'eaney but had to Over.
-e a .emarkaDe second nail Dy Brian Pen• Pe'-y sco•ec 34 a career
0•••gh including
the secchc ' when ne h.: at, '0 ol his
s-o's
P" s 76 68 ove^
v ciory over Georgia.
_ - seeded Panmersavere struggling
from
treshmah• Tim Cover came o'f the
a-o hit lour 3-pointers 10 SIMI( a
-a -y &over Gayed 18 minutes
• -a.• ^1; ;eyed ch.y 37 a seaSon
• :o..o•e o' o•ayers stooct out Dy not scoring
•
kil r•ac 16 poih:s - eight bed* f1•5
- o.• made orLy 7 of 27 snots in
•
S3--e-"' Ca s 75 72 ioss to severth-seeced
F c,ca Sale
• sea L-Ja-ct T-e-ryftfCeith. averag•ng nearly
•':= -s per game scored just two against
• a I i-as B..: :he t^.rc seeded Jayhairrks
• s* ape to wn, 5-49
S seCor:C 'o..inC games w It have
rc a- a 25-4.Gay hg
Sale t21-•;;; and
ira-sas .2.",gd.,..g F•oricla
aga,nsi Pit! 12-1.1
iii.;•r.od.3.6•1+-0^8vel.•••11-,•it-t-Trtharle
• a 55 4'3 eac
secc-c -a' T^eh Pen
-•
.-ock
•
* •ie 3 DZ.
•
t, a,:• A: cr•-• _

-3./ The Associated Press
YOLLEGE PARK. l's1J.
speaking. Richmond's
.. set of Syracuse has no equal. But Nk".. •
H's only second-best in the eyes of
Cnonta S
1
_Jaen Dick Tarrant.
7 rebounds ; inn By rA..on
0,",- -54'. ,;.:;k:7- ,ter
• Richmond 'never trailed Thirsma 73-69 Victory over the No.
N.C. State ad‘anced
Urangemen in the opening round
the East Regional. It marked the
No. 25
--st time that a 15th seed 'beat a
•,..:.,and seed since the tournament
to a 64-team_ format.
Tarrant was elated, to be sure. hut
.sens ahd.
:he insisted that the Monumenmc 3-,7. 71,7,
upset takes a back eat to :he - and the 014:-.:erner, cei'•usicd
his Spiders
from ute
ndng national chd-.-:
1:77.e •;',77.Le
!.. from the 19'rs
R..— ., nd was'ca-r•ahle
v..nen. A e

d'a coach Bony
••• e-ses a' h - He
- g...ys a over h
La anc he
a • e -a-Cy
Hs
ceers
s.3 L..: Carnor
,emaning
;O:
gv a mora •.c
lier-rah sac
• - ,•s• a w
- r141 bErcOna
• e •e 'e .apa: cc'o a,'I; In
a.es
we'e- • so-ce•el
MIOWEST
•
seeded Duke 5..."ClifiC UrKle'
-e Me-mcome *.".2i0ne are
h.ec-aska ano No 6 .Duis a-a Stwe
seasc- -as e-oed Ke"- Mister Je- ac • .e 0 Neal
-ame cays •- -gs cin
"
• h'e'e C e- sad Mayoe ore.- yd. er
re
-ni'd on page Iii
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Dale Brown was pointing the way home for his 1.SU Tigers after
Thursday night's first-round NCAA upset loss to Connecticut. 1,SL,
seeded sixth. lost 79.62 to the 11th-seeded Huskies.

Bulldogs ready to repeat as state champs
By MIKE EMBRY
43-.,..-ciated Press Sports Writer
K. — Louisville
has arhr.ed and a-;pear,____
-:_ady to conquer in the
Boys
Tournament.
team in 20 years to repeat as
...."npio-n of the Boys State Tournarnent. opened- its defense Thursd2.y night in Rupp Arena with a
convincing 72-51 victory over
I. aurel County.
-they are going to have to have
a real off night/to get beat," Laure.
Cotihty coach Steve Wright
the state's top-ranked team..
didn't feel like We were
dated. I- fzit like We Came To pay
Fairdllie (3.4;4) got all it nee
'.,rom its cast of three a::
Jermatne Brown
M....is each had
furrier 18 --- .5
traight game.
'Night in and night out
out with a positive att]ted,-:. said
Brown.
In other first-round games
Thursday. Greenup County
defeated Belfry 53-44 in overtime.
Bowling Green beat Harrison
County 86-7] and Corbin - downed
Knott Central 87-82.
Today's quarterfinal matchups
have No. 2 Lexington Tates Creek
against No. 3 Paducah Tilghman.
No. 7 North Hardin facing Coving-

'.:""lYtt and '-pointer from the Fairdale, leading 41-24 at tne
:ng to- w • :en the lead to: 10-L,./ half, ran its lead to 61-34 on Turner's 3-pointer from the left wing
l. lui Counrj Anlhony Deaton
with 31 seconds left in the third
nt 1A0 • free throws. and Danny
quarter.
a T. made one to Slice the lead
Laurel County. (28-4) could get
Hai
=
- -- -Sams tritt-wo free throws- with-3:2
•
countered with a 3-poin- _remaining in the game.
f;':ir'."1 the corner and , Brown
"It's pretty disappointing
a free throw, and after Laurel
we had the year we had,- W'rigl-,r
j's Wade Adams hit a free said of the loss. "We. knev.'"vse had
Brown connected from the to play our best game of the year'.
%seline to give Fairdale a 30-18
Danny Brown led Laurel Cour::.
with 3:15 to go.
with 16 points. and S 77.
'•

:
ii,17:1.7.
with. a ,
7 -;....,:nter fr,; ,77
Key
- .4 ,

(1%.er..

('•,)

L21-1";-i-ended a
Region
.7,
:.:-.it round.
(lrc:-, '26-6) put
14-0 spurt in

st‘'.

B

(

ahead early and that
ro the sictory." said
Ernie SirTip-

Bo k
s..ored 18 of his 42
pointsin :
.7:h quarter to rally
Corbin from
13-point deficit.

'Ignored' Fordham Rams post 79-66 NIT win
By The Associated Press
re,d

th.c NCAA playoff
the F...rdharn Rams are
- tr,i est to get noticed in
o5
1nvit-ation

• • the Patriot
took their show
.:at South Florida
• ! --und NIT game.
We were disappointed not to
go to the NCAA, but we have a lot
of respect for the NJT,'• Fordham's
Dave Buckner said. "We hope to
go back to New York and play in
Madison Square Garden (site of the
NIT's Final Four).If the Rams play like Thursday
night, they will.

Bdckner jump-started the Ram,.
with his sixth 3-pointer and
f-rdttam:scored the last 15- points
of the game to win the first-round
matchtp at South Florida's Sun
Dome.
"ft was very tough down the
stretch," Fordham coach Nick
Macarchuk said. "It was a good
win. Th:ft was a good team we
beat.
In other first-round games
Thursday night, it was Oklahoma
111. Tulsa 86; Memphis State 82.
Alabama-Birmingham 76; Arkansas State 78, Rice 71: Southwest
Misviiri State 57, Coppin State 47,
and Siena 90, Fairleigh Dickinson
85.
The NIT wraps up first-round

'play tonight as South Carolir.a
(19-12) plays host to George
Washington (19-11), Wyoming
(19-11) plays host to Butler
(18-10), Furman (20-8) is at West
Virginia (16-13), and La' Salle
19-9) plays at Massachusetts
(17-11).
The NIT got underway Wednesday night. Providence went into
double overtime to .defeat James
Madison 98-93, Wisconsin needed
one OT to beat Bowling Green
87-79. Cincinnati beat Ball State
82-55, Colorado beat Michigan
71-64, Southern Illinois nipped
Boise State 75-74 and Stanford
turned back Houston 93-86.
Buckner finished with 25 points,
including six of seven shots from

3-point range. The Rams shot 77.8,
percent in the second half .to
improve to 25-7 - the best record
of any team that wasn't selected to
play in the NCAA tournament.
"We ,weren't trying to make a
stalement," said Buckner. who had
14 second-half points.
Fordham hit 14 of 18 shots after
halftime and did the job on the
defensive end as well, holding
South Florida (19-11) to one field
goal- in he final seven minutes.
"We had three or four consecutive turnovers. That was not the
whole game, but looking back, that
was more of a factor than anything
else." South Florida coach Bobby
Paschal said.

'Razor' Ruddock takes cut at'ignorant brat' Tyson
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Boxing Writer
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LAS VEGAS — Donovan "Razor" Rudduck Libels Mike
Tyson "an ignorant little brat."
"He's entitled to his opinion," Tyson said Thursday.
Of course, the former heavyweight champion can have an
opinion, too, and he does about his scheduled 12-round bout
against Ruddock Monday night.
Asked when he thought the fight would end, Tyson replied,
"As soon as I hit him."
Tyson was a 7-1 favorite to score a knockout and a 4-1
choice to win his third straight fight since he was upset by
Jam "Buster" Douglas Feb. 11, 1990, at Tokyo.
I i the first two, he scored one-round knockouts of Henry

Tillman and Alex Stewart.
While Tyson appears to be the super-confident Iron Mike of
Id, he is well aware that hard -punching Ruddock could pose
t most serious challenge.
"He has ability," Tyson said. "He is a good fighter."
Tyson was disdainful of Tillman and Stewart, both of
whom appeared intimidated, and he was wide open. Neither
opponent, however, could take advantage of it.
"My best way of making somebody intimidated is by hitting them," Tyson said.
Ruddock said. "I'm not going in there looking like a
Stewart."
The fight will be a battle of the top two heavyweight contenders in the rankings of the International Boxing Federation,
World Boxing Council and World Boxing Association. Tyson
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is ranked No. 1 by all three orgahdations.
The winner should be first in line to challenge the winner
of the Evander's Holyfield's undisputed championship
defense against George Foreman April 19 at Atlantic City,
N.J.
"I like Holyfield," Tyson said.
Tyson was supposed to defend the undisputed title against
Holyfield in June 1990, but he was knocked out by Douglas.
Douglas got his chance when Tyson became ill and pulled
out of a defense against Ruddock scheduled for Nov. 18,
1989, at Edmonton, Alberta. Murad Muhammad, Ruddock's
promoter, filed a breach-of-contract suit against promoter-Don
King.
''The suit will be dropped when the bell goes ding," said
Muhammad, who is co-promoting Monday's match with King.
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Inside
Scoop
David
RAMEY
Assistant Sports Editor
Steve Newton brought back
an old theme when he met the
media at the NCAA Tournament's Southeast Regional site
in Atlanta Thursday night.
Newton, recalling 1988's
NCAA experience, brought back
the "shirts-and-skins" philosophy
to tonight's Murray StateAlabama encounter.
"We're going to play a good
old-fashioned Kentucky shirtsand-skins game," Newton said.
Pressed to explain, Newton said
it doesn't matter what the jersey
says.
"Kentucky has a great tradi-tion of basketball. Basketball is
a way of life and everyone
splits it up in shirts and skins
on the playgrounds and school
yards. We're not looking at
their reputation. We're going to
toss it up in a shirts-and-skins
game."
When the Racers (24-8, No.
13 seed) face Alabama (21-9,
No. 4 seed), the Racers are
decided underdogs.

Tell me I'm dreaming. Tell
me I don't know what I'm
talking about. Tell me I hit
myself on the head and lost all
stream of consciousness.
But the Racers are going to
beat Alabama, win comfortably
and are also going to win on
Sunday. Yes sir, Murray' State
is going to the Sweet 16.
I know you're saying
"Ramey, you have slipped off
the deep end. You have lost all
grasp of reality. You have finally let your preference for
Murray State slip past your better basketball judgement."
My better basketball judgement says the Racers are going
to cover the spread, the other
way.. Murray is a TA -point
underdog. The Racers will win
by eight.
How are the Racers going to
beat the mighty SEC champions,
you ask? The key- word is
control.
- First off, Alabama is looking
past Murray. You can see it in
their indifference when queried
about Murray. They want to get
on with bigger and better
things.
Second, Alabama has a history of being surprised in the
first round. Yes, they have
made five Sweet 16s in their
eight tournament trips under
Wimp Sanderson, but the other
three times they have been
beaten in the first round.
•
Third, Alabama thinks they
can shake the Racers early. But
as Wimp Sanderson said last
night, Murray is a team that is
not going to be nervous, and I
don't think Alabama can top
the Racer confidence.
The Tide's weaknesses are
Murray's strengths. Popeye Jones
and John Jackson will have a
feast against the Tide inside
game. Alabama is
underestimating Murray's outside
game, and they have been hurt
by good 3-point shooting teams.
The script is simple. Murray
will control the tempo, frustrate
the Tide, and force 'Alabama to
get in a hurry. Meanwhile, the
Racers will stay cool, calm and
collected, and the basketball
world will be stunned when
CBS puts up the score of a
Murray' win.
If I'm right about Murray
handling the Tide, Wake Forest
or Louisiana Tech awaits.
This is the best Murray club
to enter the NCAA Tournament.
They are confident, they are
experienced, they know what it
takes for success. In 1988, they
were within a Don Mann jumper of the Sweet 16, and last
year they outplayed a No. 1
seed.
Tonight, Alabama is going to
discover that the Murray State
Racers aren't just giant killers,
they are giants in their own
right.
I may be wrong, but I can
live with that. Unfortunately, if
I am right, Murray will still be
searching for respect_
A Sweet 16 trip is not that
far away for the Racers, and I
think they are going to make it.
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Actions& Reactions 'Shark' Tarkanian has no
Baseball
CHANDLER
- The Mihvaukee Brewers
traded productive designated hater Dave Park
er to the California Angels in exchange for outfielder Dante &crane and a player to be named
later Parker, 39. a 17-year veteran, he 289
last season with 21 home runs and 92 Reis in
157 games He was named the leagues outstanding DH for the second consecutive year
&theme. 27. batted 255 with 15 home runs
arid 53 RBIs in 109 games last season

mouche is accused of attempted theft of 890
from the results of winning the 1111' race at
Delta Downs on Jan 11, 1990

Boxing
TOKYO -Elvis Alvarez of Colombia took away
Yukihno 'Leopard' Tamakuma of Japan's best
offense. then pounded the champion to win a
unanimous decision - and the World Boxing
Association flyweight title Alvarez attacked
from medium range, stopping Tamakuma's preferred shon-range punching, and inflicted damage of his own during the middle rounds before
holding on for his 25th victory against two losses and a draw Tamakuma, who became a
laIner two days ago, fell to 27-5.1 in only his
second tale defense
•.• •
LAS VEGAS - The Mike Tyson-Donovan
Razor" Ruddock tight scheduled for March 18
.n Las Vegas will be televised in the Soviet
Union on !ape delay. Tom Pagano. a spokesman for the light. Said promoter Don King has
reached an agreement veth the USSR State
Corpora., on for Radio and Television Broadcasting The bout will be seen within 24 hours
across" -ne zones in the Soviet Union

Golf

II

:t

ORLANDO. Fla - Some added power and that
old. lamikar precision enabled Nick Faldo to
compile a bogey-free 67 and move within a
Stroke of the lead In the Nestle Invitational, his
trst competitive start of the year Only a missed
4-toot oirdie putt on the 13th hole kept Faldo
from a tie for the first-round lead with Mark Calcavecchia and Donnie Hammond They shared
the top spot at 66. 6-underpai.--Hammond played without a bogey and Calcaveccna scored an
eagle-3 in hit best round of the year Faldo was
ad for third with Buddy Gardner and Clarence
Rose Rocco Mediate, making his first start
s-nce winning me Dora Open two weeks ago,
was another stroke tack at 68
• • • •
TARRAGONA, Spain - Justin Hobelay al England rated in a 30-foot birdie after a penalty
drop on trio 17/11 hole for a 7-under-par 65 and
a one-shot lead after the first round of the Catalan Open Jose Maria Olazabal of Spain eagled
the 17th, a par-5 hole, and finished with a 66 to
share second pace with fellow Spaniards Jose
Rivera and Santiago-him&

General
CINCINNATI - Former junior welterweight
champion Aaron Pryor, whose problems with
drugs have had him in trouble with the law and
thwarted, comeback Ines, was arrested on
charges of drug abuse and aggravated drug
trafficking Pryor, 35, had about five pieces of
crack cocaine, worth about $50 apiece, in his
possession when he was arrested at an apartment building shortly after midnight police
reports said Pryor, the WBA junior welterweight champion from 1980 until 1983 and the
IBF's junior welterweight champion in 1984,
was arraigned in municipal court arid herd on
$'0.000 bond
• • • •
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark - A judicial board of sfuterm and faculty will decide soon whether
further disciplinary action should be taken in an
incident last month at the University of Arkansas athletic dormitory A 34-year-old woman
alleged she was sexual)
, assauhecl in a dormitory room by several UA athletes, but no
charges were tied University officiais have
said the players would be punished if housing
regulations were broken The board includes
four students, a non-voting representative of
Student Services Office and a chairman
selected by the panel's faculty members,

Skiing
VAIL. Coo - Yugoslav skier Andreja Potisk
sustained a broken back when she fell during a
marling run in preparation for women's World
Cup downhill races on Friday arid Saturday
Pchisk had compress-on fractures of the s.xth
and seventh vertebrae, but medical officials
said she had fee
ar,d ^ore-c..r. a" o'
emterrinies.- -

Karate
Craig Darnell. 4th degree black belt, won grand
championship honors in fighting recently in
open competition at the Karate Elite tournament
in Benton

Pro basketball
jorin MacLeod's 700th NBA coaching victory
was worth the wait. The New York Knicks
should have made MacLeod's milestone easy
- they led by nine points with 209 left in regulation. They blew that lead, though, arid had to
go two overtimes before finally beating the
Miami Heat 125-121 Thursday night "I know
other coaches who have been stuck on a milestone and needed five or six games to get it."
said MacLeod, who became the eighth coach in
NBA history to win 700 games I guess it can't
be easy " Actually, MacLeod's win was never in
jeopardy once the game went past regulation
New York is 6-0 in overtime this season
MacLeod, 700-646 in his 18th season as an
NBA coach, saw the Knicks overcome a
season-high 28 turnovers to improve their
record to 32-32, the first time they've been at
500 since they were 6-6 on Nov 27. New York
has won 10 of 11 games, including two season high five-game winning streaks, since Feb. 23
Alf-take TO victories in 11 games any time over
my 700th victory," MacLeod sad ''l wasn't
thinking about 700 victories I was warned
about how to stop these guys But I won't forget
No. 1 and I'll never forge this one."
•In other NBA games, it was Cleveland 103,
Milwaukee 101: New Jersey 118, Detroit 110.
Houston 119, Orlando 95, Denver 112, Minnesota 105; San Antonio 101, Golden State 99,
arid Indiana 107. Sacramento 103
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
x Boston
47 17
Philadelphia
34 28
hew York
32 32
Washington
23 39
Mars
20 43
New Jersey
20 43
Central Division
i-Chicago
is
Detroit
40 25
lawaurise
38 27
Atlanta
35 28
Indiana
30 TT
Cleveland
23 40
Charotte
18 44
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W t.
Sari Antonio
41 20
Utah
v,21
Houston
38 24
Dallas
21 38
Orlando
21 41
lAnnesota
19 42
Denver
. 18 44
Poodle Division
i-Portland
16
n-LA Laken
46 is
Phoenix
43 19
Golden Slate
... 33 29
Sainte
30 32
41
CaPoers
Sacramento
17 44
1-cinched playotf cant
Friday's Gams.
Chicago at Charbrte. 630 pin
mem at Phila.:W(0M. 630 pm
Boston at Washington, 7 p nn
Atlanta at Dallas. 7 30 pm
Houston at Phoenix. a30 pm
Portland at Utah, 830 pm
lAnnesota at Seattle 9 pm
ndians at LA Ckppete...9.34.p.m..
DM**,at LA Calera 910 ark

Pct.
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500
371
317
317

GB
12
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26,
26 •

7s• 615 8
585 10
556 12
476 17
365 24
290 284
Pct
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661
613
377
339
311
290

3,,
18
204
22
234

742
714
664
532
484
349
279

3
13
16
24
2134
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Auto racing
SEBRING, Fla - Three-time defending IMSA
Prototype champion Geoff Brabham won the
pole for the 12 Hours 01 Sebring, runn.ng a Nissan NPT-90 sports car to a last lap 01 121 355
mph Brabham's brother Gary and Derek Daly
will also drive during the 12-hour race. The
European Group C Porsche 962 of Bob Wollek.
Bernd Schneider arid Massimo &gala was second in time trials at 120 789 mph

Swimming
MILAN, Italy - Canada won three races ortthe
final day of the Opening event in the Swimming
World Cup series Thursday, matching the bowertul German arid Soviet swimmers for gold
medals Marti Tewksbury, silver medalist in the
World Championships, won the men's 100-ma
ter backstroke while he Canadian teammate
Marcel Gery captured the 200-meter butterfly
Nancy Sweetnam edged Australian Julie Mae
and fellow Canadian Marianne Limperl in the
women's 200-meter medley Alexander Popov
of the Soviet Union dominated the sprints,
adding a 100-meler freestyle victory to Wednesday s 50 meters in 40 26 seconds World
champion Elena Vothova captured the women's
200-meter breaststroke in 2 27 68 minutes
Another word champion, Germany's Joerg Hoffmann, lagged behind in the men's 400-meter
freestyle, won by his teammate Uwe Dasster in
3 4881 minutes Julie Mater scored the only
Australian victory Thursday in the women's
200-meter butterfly, beating Susanne Bosserhoff of Germany by nears/ lour seconds •

Horse racing
LAKE CHARLES. La - A jockey accused of
hiding out under cover of dense fog and then
repining a horse race to apparently win easily
went on trial in state District Count Jockey
Sylvester Carmouche Jr was aboard Landing
Officer. a 23-1 shot, which appeared to have
come within 1"4 seconds of the track record for
a one-mile race However Carmouche was
accused of slipping out of the race near the
start, waiting in the fog until the eight other
horses rounded the track and then slipping
back ahead of the pack near the final hum Car-

Pro hockey
In a western showdown at the Los Angeles Forum, the Chicago 13lackhawk3 were clearly the
better shots "They thoroughly outplayed us,
trial's all you can say." Los Angeles Kings
coach Tom Webster said after a 6-3 loss to the
I3lackhawks in a battle of NHL powerhouses on
Thursday nignt "They showed us something
that we have riot seen from a club in quite a
while They were all over the place - power
plays, short-handed goals, you name 8." With
the victory, the Norris Division-leadirg Blackhawks took over the overall NHL points lead
from the Kings, who dropped into a
first-place
tieviith Calgary in the Smythe The Flames
Idea the New York Islanders 4-2, The Black hawks have 92 points for a one-point led over
St Louis in the Norris Detail:in The Kings and
Flames have 91 each
•Eisewhere, it was Hartford 4, Detroit 2; Boston
3, Montreal 2, Washington 5, Quebec 3, and
Minnesota 2, St Louis 2
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrice DUVISIOn
W I. TPI. OF GA
to Rangers
34 26 12 80 268 231
Pittsburgh
36 30 5 77 301 269
Phiadinipha
32 31 9 73 236 2311
Washngton
32 33 6 70 226 241
New Jersey
29 30 12 70 246 234
NY iwanows
23 41 9 55 206 266
Adams Daimon
.1-Beaton
40 22 9 16 263 236
Montreal
36 27 10 62 252 226
a-Hartford
30 33 9 69 214 241
x-BMaio
26 28 17 69 252 248
Ouistee
1 4 46 12 40 202 319
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W I T Pts OF GA
i-ChKago
43 22 6 12 244 116
St Loos
40 20 11 91 290 210
• Devon
12 34 1 72 255 271
lAnneecia
25 33 14 64 232 237
Toronto
20 43 9 49 216 293
Smythe Division
1-Calgary
42 23 7 91 309 231
tilos Anginas
41 22 9 91 305 225
I Edmonton
33 33 5 71 239 239
Winnipeg
24 39 It 59 244 269
Vanoouver
25 41 8 51 224 ?MI
icenched playoff berth
Fridays Games
NY Rangers al Neve Jersey 645 pm
Edmonton at Winnipeg 7 35 p vi

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

Compietery erected including concrete floors Not pre lab Carpenter built All ouaily materials
We offer you FREE estimates references and location of garages in your area, arid written
warranty

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
14 car (12x20)
2 Car (16120)
Large 2 Car (22122)
2'4 Car (24x24)
Largo 2''1 Car (24x30)

Deluxe Modals
Vinyl sidinç
$2,475
l'•3 Car (12120)
$2,67
$3,175
2 Car (11120)
$3,575
S3475
Large 2 Car (22122)
$3,975
$3,675
2' n Car (24x24)
$4,075
$4,175
Largo 2'fl Car (24x30)
$4,675
Plot of' level lot & freight

YOULUTSFACRON 111 Oat GOAL

BET= SWINT GARAGE CO.
Melbar, Ky • (502) 674-5530

(Cont'd from page 10)
announcers saying a lot of good
things about Popeye Jones and
their program."
Sanderson says Jones causes
Alabama "space problems:"
"He's just so big that he takes up
so much room," Sanderson said.
"You've got to stop his shots, the
way he follows his shots, and the
way he follows his teammates'
shots."
"He gets a lot of points and
rebounds off his teammates'
missed shots," Alabama"s Cheatum
said. "He also creates problems in
his ability to limit his opponents'
offensive rebounds."
While Sanderson is concerned
about' Jones and the rest of the Racers, Newton worries about a
balanced Alabama club. The Racers will have to slow down the
potent Alabama running game.
"They create some problems. but
defense has been the foundation of
our program," Newton said. "Alabama is a very athletic team. We
are going to have to rebound well
on defense and on offense we're
going to have to take care of the
ball and get good shots. We're
going to have to keep them off
balanced and play a half-court
game."
The Racers also will have to find

#4;.4. .
-1‘.*-1•1

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Jane Rogers 753-9627

•

•

•

PEACH BASKETS
Coble's juco teammate, Latrell
Sprewell, said he's looking forward
to seeing his old teammate. "We
hung out together," Sprewell said.
"We just kind of talked the other
night-about old times. I wished him
well, but not too well..." While
Popeye Jones has had 30 doubledoubles this year, the Tide just
have 15 double-doubles on the
whole team... Since 1987, Alabama
is 20-5 in March... Alabama lost
their last two NCAA games in
Atlanta, losing in 1989 to South
Alabama and falling to Kentucky
in 1986... Alabama is 11-2 against
the OVC, and. Sanderson - is 4-0
against the Valley... Sunday's
game is set for.an 1:15 CST tipoff,
with the winner of the MurrayAlabama game facing Louisiana
Tech or Wake Forest.

(Coned from page 10)

also started a decisive 15-4 run rem a Oasket
arid finished it with two free throws 10 erase a
29-26 Virginia lead ana put B YU ahead 4' 33
with 7 30 left in the game
BYU (21-12) advanced to a second-round
game Saturday against second-seeded Arizona, a 93-80 winner over outmarned but deter
mined St Francs
The first NCAA tournament appearance for
the tiny Pennsylvania school was a brief one,
largely because guard Malt Othick fired away
from the outside as St Francis tried to collapse
inside on Arizona's big front line °thick scored
a career-h.gh 25 points, 19 in the first half, as
the West's No 2 seed beat the Red Flash
(26-8)
Sew Hall and Creighton also advanced to a
Saturday meeting
The third-seeded Pirates Ole* one 17 po ^:
lead, but made sure they held another to take a
71-51 victory over Pepperdine Creighton
meanwhile, upset sixth-seeded New Mexico
Slate 64-56
Creighton herd New Mexico Stale to 31 per
cent shooting, 22 percent in the f.rst halt as the
-Out* acrvaliCed 1-0 the tedolixf found of the
NCAAs for the first time since 1974
Seton Hall, despite being outrebounded by
the smaller Waves. shot 70 percent in the second half to break open a two-point game and
pull away to the win

the favorite, there's mote stress on you There's
great panty, there's great balance There's a lot
of very goad teams in the country"
Then there's Duke, attempting to reach the
Final Four for the fourth consecutive year. The
Blue Devils (27-7) meet Iowa (21-10) and Connecticut (19-10) plays Xavier of Ohio (22-9) in
Saturday's second round
Duke opened things normally enough, pummeling Northeast Louisiana 102-73 Second'
team All-American center Christian Laether
was the one big man to reach the second
round, scoring 22 points as the Blue Devils
Then things got weird
No 17 East Tennessee State lost 76-73 to
Iowa as Jennings, the nation's best little man.
produced enough bricks to build a skyscraper
Trying to become the list player ever to snoot
60 percent from the field and 60 percent from
3-point range, the 5-tool-7 dynamo was
4-for-13 overall and 3-for-8 from downtown, falling below 60 percent in both categories
No 22 LSU was humbled 79-62 by Connecticut O'Neal got his customary 27 panic -16
rebounds and five blocks, but his teammates
shot less than 25 percent and were unable to
compensate for the 7.1 All-American's rocky
start
And Xavier capped the proceedings with an
89-84 win over Nebraska The Comhuskers
Rich King did something that seemed impossible for Someone who is 7-2- he virtually disappeared in the second halt, scoring only 9 of his
25 points after intermission
Xavier became only the seventh team
seeded 14th to win a game since the present
forme was adopted in 1985 With 11th-seeded
Connecticut's win, it is only the second time
that the 14th and 11th seeds will meet in a red
Ion tournament, the first being Sienna arid Min
nescea in 1989

At Dayton Arena
Dayton, Ohio
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St JOhris r20-li vs Northem Ulnae (25-51

1 1 35
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North Canokna State 114 Southern Mururoa 65
Second Round
Temple BC Purdue 63
At the Metrodome
Richmond 73 Syracuse 69
Minneapolis
At the Carter Dome
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Syracuse, N.Y.
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Regional Semifinals
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At the Silverdorne
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UCLA-Porn St winner vs- Mississippi St 1 Michigan
• • • •
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Regan.' Semifinals
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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Georgetown 118-121 vs Vanderbilt (17-121, 7 10 p m
First Round
UNIV 130-43, vs Montana 123-71. 30 minutes after
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Pittsburgh 76 Georgia 68 Or
Salt Lake City
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t Ini
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Seinfinal winners
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Regional Semifinals
NIT results
At the Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Thursday, March 21
First Round
indiana-Fonda Sr winner vs Kansas-PirtsCsign
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Providence 96, James Madison 93 2C'
Arkansas-Ciecrgia St --Arzona St Rutgers winner
Cincinnati 82, Bail State 55
vs Ataternetourray Si -Wake Forest-Louisiana
Wisconsin Si. Bowing Green 79 OT
Tech, eanriee
Colorado 71, lAchigan 64
Regional Championship
Southern
7S Boise State 74
Al the Charlotte Coinsure
Sanford 93. HOUND!, 86
Charlene, k C
Thursday. March 14
Saturday, March 2)
Sena 90 Fontenot. Dickinson 85
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Southwest lAssoun SI 57, Coppin State 47
MIDWEST REGIONAL
MerritiNS Sc 82. Alabama-Bormrgham 76
Fir* Round
Arkansas St 78 Rice 71
Al the Metrodom•
?Mahan" It Tulsa 86
Minneepolue
Friday, Much Is
Thursday, March 14
Furman (20-81 at WeerVIrgenta 116-131 630 pm
Duke 102 Northeast _ouisana 73
La Salk. 09-91 at Massachusetts (17-11), 6 30 p m
Iowa 76 East Tennessee Sale 73
George Washington 119-11, at South Carolina
Connecticut 79 Lohman. State 62
119-12). 7 pm
XSPIMer. Ohio 89 Nebraska 64
Butler (18-10) at Wyonvng 09-111 830 prim

a way to solve the Tide defense.
Alabama has been first in the SEC
in scoring defense the last two
years.
"We got a chance to see Alabama play a couple of games, and
they are a very good defensive
team," Murray's Greg Coble said.
"We had a chance to play Nebraska
and we thought they were a good
defensive team and we handled'the
situation very well."
•

-

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

NCAA Champlonshlp

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Dine-In Luncheon Specials
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Additional Topping 50'

Hoagie Combo Dinner

WEST
Virginia's plan was to take the ball right al
7.1obt-6 Shawn Bradley
Unfortunately for the Cavaliers. Bradley's
response was to siap it right back
The slnngbean Bradley, college basketball's
tallest player, set an NCAA tournament record
with 10 Pecks Thursday night to lead Brigham
Young to a 61-48 win over Virginia and a berth
in the second round against No 8 Arizona
"I know that most teams Mat we play try to
psychologically act like he's not there and take
II at him," BYU coach Roger Reid said But
he's there He's 7-6 and he doesn't go away '
Bradley, a freshman who Pocked an average
of 52 shots a game this season, made his. presence known early, blocking six first halt shots
and intimidating Virginia's shooters into numerous other missed shots He added four more
blocked shots in the second half to break the
tournament record of nine set in 1986 by
Navy's David Robinson
Bradley's dominance in his first tournament
game helped BYU hold Virginia to a season-low
in shooting percentage and points, hitting jusi
28 percent of its shots, including one of 15
3-pointers
AS it he needed to do anything else. Bradley

6- Hoagie, Slaw & Chips •

$299

Lasagna Dinner

$359

Slaw, Garlic Bread

Fred P. Stalls
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
759-1909

•Tax not included •An -In or Carry Out

CLASSIC DINERS
Central Center

•FREE Delivery•

759-1551

Limited Distance'

626-MX6 Sales Setting Records
Continue Through March 31st

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office Omaha, NE

IR\
NISSAN

KARATE

Matdi'ilX 6 LX germ Ceurr

Save Up To '1,004
On LX Value Pkg
Plus 11,500 Factory
Cash Back

Now accepting people interested in learning karate for self-defense. Beginning class starts March 20, 1991. Separate
classes for adults and children.

Total Savings Up To

tli:Ja 66 LX

Save Up To '820
On LX Value Pkg
Plus '1,500 Factory
Cash Back

1,504

111E1223E1

No Obitgatton

Total Sayings Up To

'2,320

If Interested Contact

Carroll Mazda-Nissan

Darnell's Academy of Martial Arts
113 South 4th
4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

753-8850
800 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.

Murray, KY 42071
753-3204
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State Farm Insurance corryanles
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Richmond repeats...

1 Week Free

• •

r'L

Racers, Bama...

CRAIG DARNELL

•

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

If Montana was a stock, Wall Street would be bearish
on the Grizzlies.
After all, why back a team that has a first-round date
tonight against
the General Motors of college basketball, UNLV?
Jerry Tarkanian, coach of the defending national champion
doesn't sound like a man interested in taking stock of s, certainly
Montana.
"I don't know anything about Montana," he sai,j "We'll
get some
film of them."
Tarkanian, in fact, is guilty of something coaches always
preach
against: looking ahead. He's upset that the Rebels, winners
of
41
consecutive games, might have to play a second -round game
against Georgetown.
a team whose 12 losses are exceeded by only two
teams in the 64-team
draw.
"People have been asking me all week who I feared
the most, and
Georgetown was one of the two I feared," Tarkanian said.
"Georgetown
is a dangerous team. They scare me."
Montana coach Stew Morrill hasn't wasted a thought on
a 12-time loser. He's been consumed with the idea of facing a
zero-time loser.
"I would be less than honest if I didn't say we were
a bit shocked to
find out we are playing the top-ranked team in the
nation," Morrill said.
"I look at their stats and it's like a horror sheet.
They do not have any
weaknesses. But we haven't been to the NCAAs since
1975 and we're
looking forward to the experience."

MUNICH. Germany - Kurt Browning of Canada clinched his thud world title with a stunning
jumping display in the men's singles at the
World Figure Skating Championships Browning, with eight triple Jumps in all, edged Viktor
Petrenko of the Soviet Union, who led after the
original program. arid American Todd Eldredge,
who finished in second and third place. respectively Browning's marks were all 5 8s arid 5 9s
in a *spay of jumping prowess that included
three triple-triple combinations, but none of his
trademark quadruple toe loops
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fear of Montana Grizzlies
By The Associated Press

Figure skating
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday released bv churches

Various area churchelirav
released information conc mng
their services on Sunday, March
17, as follows:

ice and about •Reformation and
estoration' at 6 p m service Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, Randy Young,
Michael Dale, Jack Ward, Richard
Duke, Ron McNutt, Andrew Falwell,
Brooks Chapel
Jerry Fulton, Gerald Coles, Tommy
United Methodist
Carraway, Ted Howrd, Fred Douglas.
The Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
Kevin White. Steve J Simmons and
speak at 11 a m. service
Dal Sizirrett
Bethel United Methodist
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will
The Rev Lawson Williamson. passpeak at 9.30 a m and 6 p m
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
services
services Music will be directed by
First Christian
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Dr David C Roos, pastor, will
Janet Arnold as accompanists Kala
speak about 'Unless A Kernel Dies...!'
Morton and Lisa Arnold will sing at
at 10 45 a m service The Chancel
morning hour and Children's Choir at
Choir with Lee Kern as director will
evening hour Stanley Anderson will
sing 'Alas and Did He Bleed'Assistbe deacon of week.
ing will be Bailey Gore, Barbara PursImmanuel Lutheran
ley, Rowena Cullom, Bob Boeschel,
The Rev Clarence W Helmich.
Don Chamberlain, Scott Marvin, Terri
pastor, will speak about 'The ProducBenton, Jim Boone, Helen Campbell,
tion Key at 10 30 a m servrae Julie
Jo Crass, Raylene Gagel, Hester
-Seefeldt, clarinetist, will play a solo
Gray, Ron Gray and Judy Lyle
Assisting will be Alice Witte, organist.
First Baptist
Doug Helmich. Randy Hietland, Ralph
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Lorenz. Arnold Ronna. and Jack and
speak at 10 45 am and 7 p.m serClaire Benton
vices His morning topic will be The
New Concord
Way of the Cross " Glen Grogan will
Church
of Christ
be deacon of the week Steve LittleBob Haley, minister, will speak at
field will direct the music with Richard
9.50 a m. service with congregational
Jones and Tamara Outland as accomsinging at 6 p.m Assisting will be
panists The Sanctuary Choir will sing
Chad Stubblefield, Eddie Stubblefield,
at both services Nell Earwood will
Charles Stubblefield, Jason Haley,
morning
Young
sing a solo at
hour and
Danny Pittman, Van Pittman, WD
Musicians Choir, directed by Linda
McCuiston, Glen McCuiston and Ed'
Stalls, will sing at evening hour
Hendon
First Presbyterian
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout.
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor will
pastor, will speak about To Whom?'
speak about When Jesus Passes
at 10 45 a m service Michael BuerYour Way' at 10 30 a m service and
haus will sing a solo with Pat Bomba
about 'The Doctrine of Last Things' at
as organist Assisting will be Kelly
6 p m service Tommy Scott will direct
Guy, Roy Helton and Sallie Guy
the music with Patsy Neale and SherSt. John's Episcopal
ma Scott as accompanists Martin
The Fifth Sunday in Lent will be
Severns will sing a solo at morning
observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8
hour and Annaa Peeler at evening
and 10 30 am Fr Andre Trevathan
hour. The Adult Choir will sing at both
will be celebrant and preacher,
. services with a piano offertory by
assisted by Laura Price, Ted Vaughn
Kathy Ligon at 10 30
and Megan Malinauskas.
First United Methodist
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev Nowell Bingham pastor,
Dr Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
will speak about 'Love or Lust" at 8.30
at 11 a m. and 6 p m services. Greg
and 10 50 a m services Acolytes will
Mayall will direct the music with April
be Morgan Blankenship and Angie
Mack and Susan Reynolds as accomFitch. The Chanot Choir with Kim
panists. Assisting will be the Rev.
Steve Todd, the Rev Randolph Allen, Black as directeor and Joan Bowker
as organist will sing at 10.50 service
Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin Todd,
Jeanne Smith will sing a solo at 8 30
Max Dowdy, John Bratain, Anthony
service
Manning, Bob Tanner, David Lee and
Elm Grove Baptist
Michael Cutini
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will
Glendale Road
speak at 11 am and 645 pm serChurch of Christ
vices Music will be directed by Donald
John Dale, minister, will speak
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
about 'Three Crosses' at 9 a m. serSuiter as accompanists

ut
that
orify

,te
40

Hazel Baptist
The Rev James T Garland, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m and 6.30 p m
services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Oneida Wfple and Roger
Hutson as accompanists The Church
Choir will sing at morning hour
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev Jim Alford. pastor, will
speak about 'The Way of the Cross' at
10 45 a m service Truman Whitfield
will direct the music with Joan Cooper
and Carolyn Parks as accompanists
The Choir will sing The Rev David
,Atkinson will song slides at 6 p.m.
Assisting will be Janice Nesbitt, Ann
Wilson, Phil Liddle, Jimmy Osborne.
Ronnie Jackson and Tanny Barnes
Grace Baptist
The Rev Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 8 30 and 10 50 a m and.
6 p m services His morning topic will
be 'I Thirst'Brent Manning will be
deacon of the week Kevin Rudicil will
direct the music with Dwane Jones
and Susan Jones as accompanists.
Faye Stephens will sing at 8 30 and
Adult Choir at 10 50
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain, pastor,
will present a lesson, 'My (Your) PayDay Will Come." in 10 a m preaching/
teaching session Evangelistic service
will be at 6 p m
. Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10 50 a m and 7 p m. services Assisting will be Mike Farmer,
m.nister of education and youth. and
Bobby Wilson, deacon of the week.
Curt Simmons. minister of music, will
direct the music with Janet Finch and
Tonya Simmons as accompanists J T
Lee will sing at morning hour
University
Church of Christ
Chancy Bazzell minister, will speak
at 10 a m and 6 p m. services. His
morning topic will be 'Side by Side.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey. Hamp
W Brooks, Bill Boyd, Kim Wallis,
Hampton Brooks, Todd Brooks. Joey
Bazzell, Chris Hays, Jeff Dunman,
Tommy Reid, Tim Erwin Larry
Keith Hosford. Danny Claiborne.-Jim
McCrory and Larry Painter.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses wilt be at 6 p m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m. and 8 p.m. Sunday
with Fr. Larry McBride, pastor. Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Jason Tidwell, Linda Shepard, Eldridge and Carolyn Haas, Mary and Joel Reed, Bill
Shaffer, Matthew Pate, Debbie
D'Angelo. Paul and Lorraine Maggard,
Tommy Holcomb, John Young, Carole
Holcomb, Chris and Joseph Fuhrmann. Frank and Mildred Morris, Marie
and John Clark. Tom Holcomb and
Pam Schell.
'Goshen United Methodist
The Rev Susan Allsop-Atkinson,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Marlene Beach as lay assistant.
Acolytes will .be Melissa Villaflor and
Rhea Ann Wright. Sue Ann Hutson will
direct, Children's Church Assisting will
be Viva Ellis. Suzanne Coleman and
Pat Brunn

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES
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Guidance About Marriage
1 Corinthians 7: 3-16
The sexual revolution is sweeping
over our nation and various other
countries. We encounter it in the mass
communication media - television.
radio, movies, and the printed page. In
many circles promiscuity is extolled.
Multitudes of perverts are claiming
that they have a right to behave as they
please. Therefore, ti is not at all
surprising that we are witnessing a
moral decline.
Marriage is the natural and normal
thing for most individuals. While
many need a marriage partner, there
are those who do not. It is the will of
God for all to abstain from immorality. Before marriage all are required
to practice continence, and after marriage all are obligated to be faithful to
his or her partner until death. The
sexual relationship between man and
--woman is divinely restricted to those
who are married to each other. How
tragic that the teaching of God's Word
on this subject is frequently and
ruthlessly disregarded by those who
are clamoring for the "new morality,"
which is simply another name for the
old immorality!"
Paul did not state any rule as to
whether or not the Christians in
Corinth should get married. He did
not assert that either state, the unmarried or the married, was more holy
than the other. He taught them that the
unmarried state was good and marriage was honorable. He acknowledged that each state had some
advantages over the other and
and., that
each was best for some people.
made it clear that his readers and
inquirers-did not-h-ave-to-get married,
butthey were certainly at liberty to do
so if they so desired. He taught them
that the important thing for each
individual was to follow the leading
of the Lord. An unmarried Christian
should never marry an unsaved person. A child of God cannot marry a
child of Stan without having trouble
with his or her father-in-law. Let your
marriage be in the Lord!
The Christians in Corinth consulted
Paul about problems and he readily
gave them sound advice. Prompted by
the circumstances prevailing in Corinth they inquired of Paul as to the
advisability of marriage. The masses

did not have any scruples whateve
against indulgence in immorality.
One thousand prostitues plied their
trade at the temple of Aphrodite. In
such an environment Christians were
tempted repeatedly' to become immoral.

Kirksey United Methodist
Itte Rev. Bob Dotson. pastor, WI
speak about 'Protesters, Procrastina ,
tors and Pentaents' at 11 a m service
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norswothy and Janice Hays as
accompanists Assisting will be Jason
Key, Nell Dotson, Herschel Pace and
Stephen Norsworthy.
Christian Science
Services will be at 11 a m Sunday
and 7 30 p
each second
Wesdnesday
New Lite
Christian Center
The Rev Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service. The Rev
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
Speak at 11,a../n__ and 6.30 p m SOUvices. W A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists.
Coldwater United Methodist
Dr Robert Farless, interim pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m service with Rer
Smith, song leader, and Jimmy WI
son, pianist
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p m. services
with Roy Skinner as music director
and Vivian Stom as accompanist
Groh Campaign will continue with
each one in morning service to receive
a yellow ribbon
Mason's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service This will be
Youth Sunday on theme of 'Faith •Palestine United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev Dennis Norvel, pastor, will
speak about 'Doubt' with scripture
from I John 5- 1-13 at 11 a.m. service
and about 'Paul's Parting Words' with
scripture from I Corinthians 16:1-24 at
7 p m service. Mark Hardison
direct the music
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Thomas E Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 9 30 a.m service
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The pastor, the Rev Thomas E
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a m. service
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Pdole as
accompanists.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, w
speak at 9 30 a.m service Judy Kek.
will be organist.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor
will speak at \9 a.m service vd,tDonald Williams as song leader anr.t
Dean Stephenson as pianist

Independence
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick lewis pastor
will speak at 11 a m service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist
Temple Hill
United Methodist
'The Rev Kendrick Lewis
T••F
will speak at 10 a iii serd
na Hopkins as music rl,rpcvlr

fir•

4

New Mt. Carmel Baptist
I he Red. Sammy. CLuthinghaux, pastor, will sbeak. af 11 a rii aid 6 p

7

x.

I. You can pro .h a hit!
your lips.
2. Faith: A leap it, ILL I.,•,
from the edge of a (run
Swain
3. When life kr;A•k
pray.
4 A friend is one
the weather.
5. We need to htild
hands across the topi;i ,'
6. Criticism from a :r
from an enemy.
7. Give a man 'limey an.
man help and lir' ill lici;
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3.9 Liter
f,
Automatic:
Air Cond. - lilt
AM/FM - Digital (1(y-1
Chrome Bumpers
Full Si,; Spare -

,list
Peppers Disc.
1 :lei. Itch;lre

-

-

%.

a

Homan -451.24
I.000.00

10 14;76

411( Pr ir

1.1oldirip
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1991
1)-150

#100021
V-8 - Auto
Air - lilt Cruise
AN1/I
Chrome Bunipei•

James Boyd, Evangelist
(McMinnville, TN)
at the

1.ist
'444:#81700
Peppers Disc.
1.245.75
1 Ito 12chate
1,700.00
•1

6X9 Chronic Nfirror

le Price

99"

I(

Full Si7e Cr

New PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
March 17-22

#1(()217

1991 CHER0KFT, SPO R T

Sunday 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Monday-Friday 7 p.m.

4.0 Liter I )v,cr I
-Automatic I fans
Air Conilitioniiie
Sport
AM/FM Siete
Striping
'1:\Vheels

Eveiyone Is Cordially Invited

•••1

list
Peppers Disc.
Fact. Rebate

1,152.59
700.110

Sale !Wee 141,4784'

TU CK'S DISCOUNT!
"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN 901-587-3000
Prices good thru 3-31-91
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Tucks has

the biggest
selection and
best prices
for doors in
the area
Insulated
Steel Doors

E

This Month's
Specials!!

4 at,

,.
1
,

i, as
.4 •

'

I

A&A
Auto Rental

,,
MANAGER'S
SPECIAL

12,1...11 r 1
41A90

Preflnish vanity
& Marble Top

Starting at

PEPPERS0

VW' Thick Storm Doors

$69.00

Selections at Tuck's

$27w

88565

Limited Size & Selection

You'll
Find Over 100
Refinish Paneling

Neea A New Bath Vanity? At Tuck's You W
F -ci A Large Selection And Best Prices

Daily •Sc Weekly
Rates

-...._

,

sp,r ...l,:,07si

$18.99
7..,16,c Masonite Siding $4.99 ea
716' Chipboard
$4.99 ea
3,4 BC Plywood
$15.50 ea
White Commode
$35.00 ea

-

_ 1
i••'' •

1991 CONN FASION VAN

'Auto-A/C list
$24,-70-7110
Windows Locks
-Mark
III
Disc.
1,910.00
Cassette - Wheels
Peppers
Disc.
1,911.35
Running Boards Fact. Rebate
1
000.00
Vacuum Cleaner First Aid Kit Sale Price 16
9
Loaded
All prices arc plus tax, title and license.
"Whatever it takes, we want to he your car and ti uck company
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$8900

#100262

Aluminized Root Coating
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1
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Quanbbes Are Limited

$25e0a
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Eagle

2400 East %%nod Street • Paris. 1 N
642-5661 • 1 800 748-1(816
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Jeep

INF Awe

Located on Hwy. 45E • Ono Ms South of Dovsntown • win, IN • Moos: lei
Hrs.: lion..FH. 7:304:30;
710-3:00; Now Accopdng V1SMASSION*11 & 10/11101041i

East Main St. 753-4461
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
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You Are Invited To Hear
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Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The
Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 0 45 a m serv.ce with Red
Wcods as song le -yle, a H Dorothy
Picwii
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GOSPEL MEETING
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Kite workshop

Stai

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Freda Rogers Burton
Funeral rites for Mrs. Freda
Rogers Burton will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Horne. The Rev.
A. -Nowell Bingham v.ill officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Friday).
Mrs. Burton. 67, RL 4, Murray,
died Wednesday at 10:11 a.m. at

Mrs. Hazel E. Hart
Graveside rites for Mrs. Hazel E.
Hart were Thursday at 11 a.m. at
New Providence Cemetery. John
Dale and Ewing _Stubblefield
officiated:
Pallbearers were Hardiman Miller, Grundy Falwell. Bill Ed Hendon. Charles T. Grogan, Wendell
Allbritten and Terry Housden.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
Robert L. (Bob) Burton; one
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Thomberry and husband, Jim, Madisonville;
one son, Robert L.(Bob) Burton Jr.
and wife, Linda. Port Charlotte.
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Elsie Crist.
Murray; five grandchildren, Mary
Margaret Burton. Lauren Burton,
Zachry Burton. Jim Thornberry
and John Thornberry.

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to favorite charities.
Mrs. Hart, 78, formerly of Murray. died Tuesday at 2:20 p.m. at
Heritage Manor Health Care Center. Mayfield.

Dr. Jane Haselden

Dr. Jane Haselden. 87, dean of
women at Murray State University
from 1938 to 1941. died Thursday
at her home in Lancaster, K.
Mr. Washer played basketball at While at Murray she became one
Kirksty High School from .1935 to
of the first Kentucky women to
1937 an4 the team went on to comobtain a pilot's license and became
pete in Kentucky High Schocil 'a member of
Ninety-Niners. a pionBasketball Tournament in 1935 and
eer Vb0MCICS pilot group.
1936. He also plaYed basketball for
-Shi-e later served as dean of
Murray State College :rom
uomen
- at Transpiania. College
1938-40.
and then became assistant dean and
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
head of Fremt Department at the
Goleta Smith Higgins Washer; one
daughter. Mrs. Karen Grudzien and
husband, Mike, Bay Village., Ohio;
two sons, Gary Washer. Murray.
The funeral for Mrs. Anita
and Erwin Washer and wife, Jean- Louise Roberts is today at 1 p.m.
netta. Rt. 1. Hardin; two stepsons. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Mrs. Millie Thompson and hus- Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
band, Dan. Rockford. Ill., and Mrs. Jerry Lee is officiating.
Penny Reed and husband, Dave.
Sons-in-law are serving as pallLas Vegas. Nev.: two stepsons, bearers. Burial will follow in
Freddie Higgins and.wife, _Kathy, Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Hopkinsville, and Larry Higgins.
Mrs. Roberts, 52, Routon Street.
Dawson Springs; one sister, Ms. Paris, was pronounced dead on
Barbara Darnell. Murray; one arrival Wednesday morning at Henbrother. James H. Washer and - wife. ry County' Medical Center. after an
Melba. Murray: eight grandchil- iiincss.
dren: five., stepgrandehildrem one
Born', Feb. 13, 1939, at Lowes.
she was the daughter of the late
James Madden and Mary Ernestine
Reed Madden. She was a member

University of Kentucky.
A memorial /service will be scheduled in Lancaster.
Survivors are- a sister-in-law,
Virginia Haselden, Louisville;
three nieces, Susan Stout, Philadelphia, Pa., Elizabeth Lowe, Westport, Conn., and Virginia Reed,
Gilbertsville; one nephew, Tom
Haselden, Louisville,.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to charity.

Ned Washer

Twenty-seven children and adults registered for the series of three
kite making lessons offered at the Calloway County Public Library.
The second lesson will be gien Saturday., March 16. from 10 a.m. to
noon. There is still time to register and build your own kite, and work
with a gioup on larger designs such as Chinese caterpillar kites. Kites
will be displayed in the library meeting room throughout the month
of March. Participants are encouraged to enter Betty Scott's kite contest in the park. April 13. Instructors are Mary Anne Halley, Vince
Medlock, Ted Dotson, Pat Skinner and Betty Scott. A S2 entry fee is
charged for supplies. Das id Todd, 12 year-old 5th grader from Southwest Elementary shows the kite he built at the public libran last
Saturday.

Services for Ned Washer will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman ,Funeral Home.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the
Rev. Terry Sills will officiate.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday.).
Mr. Washer. 72, RL 2. Murray.
died Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at his
home. He was a member of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 28. 1919. in Calloway
Coanty, he was the on of the late
Washer and Robbie Butter'

SPRING SPECIAL
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HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

A

D-Keo

U.S. 641 North

s

Murray, KY

War II.
)• ne V. dS the
t the late !Or. and !YIN.
Eugene McDonoagh.
are. his ',kite:. Mr.
Troutman NI,:DonoL;h.
was married on
.on. James McDono.i.

759-1333
`,1cDonoun. Thorn.,
D'-"s IY1aDoEarl Allen.
San
-

Research works.

•
.
1

e-ce•
519 S. 12th • 753-7688
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American Heart
Association

Enter Our
Coloring Contest!
1st Prize

MDo-

Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty

. Watch for your
March 18th
edition of

slO

2nd Prize

e.1

tri
.
401
/poi A7..v.

F.rt and second place pni, given in three age group,

and enter
to win!

3-4 yrs., 5-6-7 yr,

Every Bunny
Loves
To Color! n

Mrs. Evelyn
L. Lee

Gold salts ineffective
for arthritis relief

Ceremony held on
behalf of Anderson

fc" Mrs. Eyeiyn
L. Lee
Satiarday i2 p'-' at
-Cemetery
The R. Day id Bra.her
o!Ticiate. Music w.li he by Bobie.
B,4rkeen and .17.1.: Lee.
1,0. Churchill Funeral Home
be...:4 ch,lrge of arrangements.but no Yl.sitatipp is. scheduled. ..;
Mrs. Lee; 69, of Holiday Beach.
Texas. died there Tuesday.
Sarviyors are her husband, Jesse
Lee: three daughters. Mrs. Sharon
Baldwin. Mesa, Ariz.. Mrs. Cliff
(Pat) Roberson. Murray. and Mrs.
I. nitro,
Market 'se.i Sersice March 15. 11191
Kentucky F•...rrnase area Ike aiarket Report Includes 4
Jessie Lucille Bowlsby, Tucson, FILyult
•ta'JonsR et eipLs act I.1L. 400 Barrows& Gilts
Ariz.; one son, Thomas Louis Lee. -KU!<ads Nr,••• fInr te 1 tyl hmtwr
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1-4
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5411.2‘-41'4
ter. S.C., Mrs. Marcella Gratam. • .1 Z60- 5.
1 • I Z 1'0-35o lh,*
Cueno, Texas. and Mrs. Dorothy
.S41.00-42.00
• I
1416-400
.54:00-4300
McClure., Little Town. Ohi-o-. five
1 • 1 3 100.52' 15,
1.300-4450
1 • 1 3 525 and up
146.00-4111.00
grandchildren. three great1 • 23 3411.500 5.
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grandch:ldren.
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Stock Market
Report

(

Industrial Average.................-2.97 )

(Presious Close.................. 2952.23)
Air Products .................... 641/3 •1/.
A.T.C.-Class A ........A1'413 413/4A .)
AT&T
337/1 unc.
+'/.)
Bank of Murray
ISOB
Bell South ........................523/s
B
Er:gns & Stratton...... 29'). -3/s
Chrysler__................--IS'/: 4-1/s
CSX Corp..:........
_ 36)
/s •3/s
Dean Foods......................... 46 +Vs
Dollar (en. Store ....105/sB IfP/sA `s

••••11001"

i

K
Ky%.1latritlitles
397/•203/4 ••111/43
Kroger
I. & 6 Energies
401213is
/s unc.,
t McDonalds
I V'Penney ............................
3
114
.52
4 -3/
)/,
‘,)
Quaker Oats....................... 57 +1/4
Sears ....:.............................321(4 -Vs
Snap-On Tools
301/s unc.
Texaco
641/..
3/s
, Time-Warner
- 1103/. .114
(ST......................_...........421/. -3/4
i 1-Av'oolal-Mworartth.............-....... 36'is.
1/:
33'/I 'Inc.)
C CET. Yield
617

i

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

•••••11110"
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Addtional Infofmat ion Available
Upon Request.
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To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

.44‘dor.
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414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
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Ford
'General Motors .....3
356
43/).
9:
8s.
4:
1:
/s
// li
f;oodrich......................-._403/s •l/s
Goodyear
I.B.M.................-.
122
27:/.
/s •1/s
-11s
Ingerioll Rand
49'/3 -1/3

Ross Insurance Agency
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of Temple Baptist Church, Paris.
Survivors are her husband, Bennie Roberts, to whom she was married on March 20, 1969; four
daughters, Mrs. Donna Barlow,
Martin, Tenn., Mrs. Darlene Cunningham, Paris, Mrs. Debra Bates,
Gleason, Tenn, and Mrs. Teresa
Snyder, Murray; two sons, Michael
Keith Roberts and Joe Givens, Paris; five brothers. James Madden,
Mayfield, Robert Madden, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Jackie Madden,
Puryear, Tenn., Ricky Madden.
Jackson, Tenn., and Randall Madden, Tanner, Ala.; six
grandchildren.

for Mrs. .Sara Daughters of American Revolution,
.., ill be Sunday at 3 serving as a state officer.
p.m. a: li.ghland Park Cemetery,
Survivors are one daughter,
Mayfield. The Rev. A. Nowell Agnes Pickens, Mayfield; Mrs.
three
Bingham ot Slarray will officiate. grandsons, Dr. Jarnes B.
Pickens,
- Byrn F.ncra! Horne, Mayfield. Murray, David E.
Pickens, Mayof arrangements, field, and William W. Pickens,
;; scheduled.
Paducah; six great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Beauchamp. 95. widow of
Ja.rnes B. Pea...hamp. died Wednesday al 10 a.m. a: Heritage ManNursing Home: Mayfield.
A former' resident_ of.•Dartville
PHILADELPHIA (AP)- Gold
he a
nnernher of First Pre- salts. a widely accepted treatment
Danville. and of for arthritis, fails to provide longterm relief from the joint disease, a
study suggests.
Patients with rheumatoid arthritis
who were injected weekly with
gold salts suffered disabilities and
WASHINGTON .AP) - Terry' pain similar
to what was felt by
Anderson's friends and family are people
who weren't injected,
marking his sixth year as a hostage according
to a study published in
in Lebanon in a ceremony today the Friday's
edition of the Annals
that they feel certain will be the of Internal
Medicine.
last of its kind.
The researchers at the University
"We know this is our last cere- of California
, San Francisco, and
mony.- said Peggy Say, of Cadiz, Kaiser-Permanente
Medical Center
Ky. sister of Anderson. chief in
Oakland, Calif., studied the
Middle East correspondent for The course
of arthritis in 574 patients
Associat-ed Press. • .
for five years.
Among those scheduled to speak
at :he gathering in a Senate office,
hailding were Sens.. Daniel P.
Moynih.an. D-N.Y.. and Bob Dole,
arid - --Kathrine- Graham,
chairrr.:.
The Washington Post
Prices as of 10:00 AM
(
":7-•-•)

HOG MARKET
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State's general fund in keeping for balanced budget
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Receipts to Kentucky's General
Fund are keeping pace with the
amount needed to ensure a
balanced budget.
Receipts for February were
$357.9 million, an increase of 22.5
percent over February 1990. For
the first eight months of the fiscal
year, revenue growth has been 22.9
percent. The required growth rate
is 22.7 percent.
The Road Fund is not faring as
well.
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Receipts for February were
$67.1 million, an increase of 9 percent over the same month a year

DR.
GMT
by Peter Gott. M.D.

e-

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 64-yearold male with hypertension. controlled by Medication.- My problem is
bad dreams and loss of concentration
because of the medication. I've tried
several different brands and find they
all give me the same side effects. Is
this my imagination, or is there a
connection'
DEAR READER' The syndrome
you describe can be the result of medicines for hypertension, all of which
affect the nervous system.
For example, Inderal (propranolol,
a beta-blocker) can cause insomnia,
nightmares, depression, memory loss
and confusion. Calan (and other calcium-channel blockers) are associated
with headache, insomnia, confusion.
imbalance and psychiatric disturbances. Serpasil (reserpine) often
leads to severe depression. anxiety.
nightmares and nervousness. Vasotec
(enalapril, an ACE inhibitor) may
cause headache, dizziness, vertigo
and blurred vision. Thiazide diuretics
can initiate vertigo, dizziness and
restlessness.
Catapres(clonidine)can lead to dizziness. headache and nervousness.
Minipress(prazosin) may cause vertigo, depression and nervousness. Aldactone (spironolactone) is associated
with lethargy, headache, confusion
and imbalance. Aldomet Imethyldopa)can cause emotional disturbances.
nightmares. depression and dizziness.
The list goes on.
Although all the drugs for hypertension have the potential for causing
mental side effects, in practice the
complications are, fortunately, relatively rare. Also, most patients who
react badly to one class of medicines
may not react to another.
Therefore. I advise you to work
with your doctor to discover a form of
therapy that won't affect your concentration or sleep. You say you have
tried different brands, this may not be,
enough. Simply switching brands (as
opposed to changing the type of drug
entirely) may not be effective, you
need to try several classes of medication. Eventually, you will probably
find one that agrees with you.
Remember. too, that you can lower
your blood pressure "naturally" by
losing weight (if you are heavy).
avoiding salt in your diet and obtaining regular exercise.
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ago. But for the fiscal year, growth
has been only 3.8 percent while the
target is 6.4 percent.
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DOWN
1 Wea1cens
2 Son of Adgfi
3 Miss
Lollobrigida
4 Colonize
5 Sumptuous

4

2

i2UI

11 Congers

5
i

8

13

14

17

30 Crimson
34 Snakes

19

10

16UUU
.

24

25

•

26

23
27

28

31
34

35

36

37

40

49

53

30

43

38

41

44

45

47

46

51

UUU

Lunch Only 11-2
*Must. present coupon when

48

Dinner Only 5-8:30
'Must present coupon-when
ordenng. Not good with any
other special. Ex pires 4/9/91

ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 4/9/91

RICK-UP SPECIAL

44 Tehran
Currency
46 Body of water
47 God of love
48 Spanish
woman s title
51 Individual

39

2for $669

Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets

and SpaGatti Buffets

43 Solo

32

3..i

42

29

2
for $5
"
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza

35 Adequate.
Sufficient
36 At that place
37 Goal
38 Period of
time
39 Fondle
42 Succor

21

20

Chestnut St.
Murray

19 Vast age
21 Hawaiian
wreath
24 Possesses
25 Emmet
26 Contend
28 Bushy clump
29 Female sheep

9

753-6656

10 Emerald isle

meals
6 Morsel
7 Shatters
8 Teaches
educates
9 Tolled

15UU
18

DELIVERY SPECIAL

Buy any Large Pizza
Get any Medium for Only

Can Be Picked Up

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large for Only

Medium may have the same amount of toppings as
the large.

52

50
54

$299

55

56

Original crust - Up to 10 itern'Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 4/9/91

58

Oncial Crust - Up to 10 iterrii
*Must present coupon when
,otrhderrisnpge.ciN
alotEgxoopdirews
'ithvgaln9
\

•

1-900-454-3535

DIAL-A-WORD
lue. for toda,,',
.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

33 Uniform.
'even
37 Cared for
40 Pair
41 Exist
42 Solidify
45 Grated
49 Great Lake
50 Canine
52 Matador s
query
53 Falsifier
54 Opp of WSW
55 Diving bird
56 Cronies
57 Soak,as flax
58 Lohengrin
heroine

1 Sinks in
middle
5 Watch pocket
8 Woody plant
12 Irish Rose s
beau
13 Do wrong
14 Unusual
15 Shut up
16 Devoured
17 Dye plant
18 Lists of
candidates
20 Places in a
-Weight
p0Ofion
22 Parcel of
land
23 Range of
knowledge
24 Asylums
27 Nun
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Be in debt

FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1991

Final "4" Coupons

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

THE MURR,PY LEDGER & TIWS

•

11

•

Extension #702

put/lu.

ASK ME ABOUT
Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

ilk-a"

Purdom, Thurman
• & McNutt

DAN McNIITI'
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1991 Park Avenue

1991 Regal 4-Door
•

Was $18,405
•

Now $25,518

Now

1991 Skylark
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1991 Century
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$149889
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray Kentucky is
requesting bids on a new 1991 model 112 ton
pickup truck with long wheel base, small V-8
engine. standard power brakes, standard power
steering, automatic transmission. standard heat,
vide mirrors, standard rear work bumber, heavy duty shocks and springs, 15 inch heavy-duty. tires,
standard color to be selected at time of order,6 sets
of, keys Tool boxes to be installed Example of
this specification should be viewed at the Housing
Authority Office by. calling 753-50(0 "
Sealed bids will be received until 1 .00 p.m . April
1(1, 1991 at the Authority office located at 716
Nash Disc, Murray, Kentucky, at w hich time and
place bids will he -opened.
The Housing Authority of Murray.. KY reserves
the right to reiectany. and all bids as deemed to be
in the hest interest of the Housing Authority

•

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Housing Authority
of Murray, Kentucky
announces that the reg
ular meeting date of the
Board of Commissioners has been changed to
the second Wedeesda
of each month at 1:0)
p.m in the Authority
office located at 716
Nash Drive, effective
April 10. 1991

160
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Furnishings
WET T SHIRT contest Fri.
March 15th Sandy s StateI•ne Bar 1st 2nd 3rd
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Lease For Less at
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"LOWY WHAT
and want to join an
opportunities ind more
U.S. coins, 'Collections B
160
innovative
-growth
Apply at your Murray Store
21 different foreign coins,
NOM
oriented
company
EOE Auto Zone
$6.95 each, $12.95 both
with chance for ad
Post-paid, 2-wk satisfacREAD books for pay, $100 3
PIECE bedroom furni- tion guaranteed. Free
vancement and re -In gift
a title No experience Call ture
dresser with. mirror, with every inquiry. Christ
caung. For more ino1 - 9 0 0 8 4 7 7 8 7 8 chest,
full size bed, 1 floral pher's Cons, 1605
formation ask for TaWest
($0 99/MIN) or write
couch. shades of green and Main, Murray,
Kentucky
mara or Jane 10-9
PASE 187P 161 S Lin
cranberry, 1 off while living 42071. We buy
coins and
colnway, N Aurora. it. room
Mon.-Sat.
couch Call 753-3895 apprais• •stat•s.
60542
after 4pm
753-4161.

KUT &
KURL

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

ME HELP...
plus

FOR SALE

THE FAR SIDE

BASEBALI
early 60s
able 759

LARGE Ca
5 8in farm
ity Murray
753-5693

TANNING
Wolff and
used Salo
supplies f
able Sunta
753 9274

WOODEN
ings 8x16
1016' $1$2395 Ott
able Acree
ings 502-2

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP

1 VCR Service
.111
Ward-Elkins

TUCK'S

753-1713

PRIVATE
D B A Cont
cations Sc
ping Cente
Murray, 75:

SHARP co
'zed dealer
vice suppli
rental units
pany Call 1

WANT a f
Why pay n
tronic filing
start at $20(
Noel and A
income tax p
753 6069 or

Sportswear

75%

649,0"vo

BRIGHT'S

,14-4

I

!,11-.

WWEFTME0143V

c-IvE us BREAK

• suit

,

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.

t:.

1.3

j-

12x60 STAI
ished with
heat air Loc.
Ky Lake 8n
ray Will sel
leave on lot
12x65 2br
474-0124

1470 NOR1
lot Will sel
miles East
753-5786

1983 MOBII
acres of tare
for house an
land 753 68

24ft PERRY
self-containe
suiated, und
oellen t condi
tic, privacy I
Grogans Tra

SHADY Oal,
electric or ga
tance to calk
TRAILER for
Northwind
Park 753-9-

Nome La
°
N the count
ushed 6 nide
ray. 753-571

0r endelbl;
'

acce

3crtiNJPT

4 CAR shop
753-4509
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

3N1
Missallanaous

iuch
light

Tier-

caly
sec.0re,

No
_ref, to
'ails
150
ied
Pm.
'pie
ight
ion

GS
40

.160
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Business
Rentals

Home
For Sala

•A •

s20
Used
Cars

530

Boats
Motors

lawless
Offered

BASEBALL card collection. SHOP on Andrus Dr
4BR 2bath with utility room
1979 VOLVO 242DL, 4 1982 GIBSON 36ft
early 60 s 80's Reason
759 4 782 days or °Lease/deposit No pets
house- BUILDER new homes,
HOMESELLERS speed,
blue runs great
able 759 1954
boat $25,000 753-8738
489 2255 nights
garages additions, remod753 0932, 753-5898
REALTY
4-36-2174 evenings
eling framing, decks, paLARGE Catfish Fingerlings
27'
GLOBE
Star
travel
753-037
5 bedroom 2 bath 302 N
5
tios solar green houses,
1981 OLDS Tornado mint trailer, with all extras
5 8in farm fresh Top qualTrade
8th Murray 492 8225
MI 'S. 12th Si,
pole barns Experienced
condition Loaded Low for bass boat
ity Murray Bait Co 94E
437-4942
carpentry Tripp Williams,
Apartments
miles New tires AMFM
;HEAT
AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
HOME
753-5693
IN
DIVE boat Fully equipped
753-0563 after 5pm
For Rent
IMO? $39,900 3 Bd. cassette Excellent family
2br country home 5 miles
Brick ranch over I acre tiii Is
16 fiberglass, 75hp motor,
TANNING beds for sale
or vacation car Must see
CARPET
1 and 2BR apartments in out $300 mo 753-3187 afssumahle VA loan
and vinyl repairs
Many $2200 OBO
drive-on trailer, compresWolff and others New and county
759-4431
ter 4pm
features S39_900
753-0530
and installation ProfesNo pets 753 8848
sor
and
engine
762-4219
used Sale, service and
before Eicirn
sional service Glen Bebber
1983 CUTLASS Ciera
evenings
supplies Financing avail
REST LOTS IN TOWN!
759-1247 leave message
69xxx
miles.
V-6,
loaded
WOODGA1 I
able Suntanning Unlimited 2BR 1 bath duplex in North370
with accessories Real MUSSEL or Braille boat
I lomeSellers 751-0375
wood $285 mo 2br 2 bath
753 9274
CH1M
Chlm Chimney
Livestock
and also Brailles for sale
nice, needs engine work
Sweeps has 10% senior citiduplex All appliances furnSupplies
901-2475445
AVNER
WANTS OFFER! $ 1 6 5 0
WOODEN storage build7 5 3 4 38 9
ished $350 mo 759-4406
zen discounts We sell chimf rame home in good shape
ings 8.16 starts at $1095
753 5960
MILK goats for sale
Nice outbuilding on 300' dee
ney caps and screens
10x16* $142450. 12)(24 2BR 2 bath duplex Ap- 753 8965
lot S2.8.500 817 S 41h St
435 4191.
1983 CUTLASS $1550,
753-8651 753-0375
$2395 Other sizes avail- pliances furnished with
1980 Nissan 200SX $1250,
ONE yearling purebred
able Acree Portable Build- microwave 1008A NorthCONTRACTOR Portable
1968
simmenta
Mustang $1850, 1966
l
Bull
(extra
AVF.
THOUSA
nice)
NDS
WMI
- wood Dr No pets Now
ings 502-247-7831
buildings, pole barns, genHOMESFILLF:RS, CALL. FOR
Ford pickup $550, 1958 AlA Firewood now taking
$1000 Also one yearling
eral home improvements
available $450'mo
[WIWI-% 753-0375
pre
fall
Ford
orders
pickup
5
purebred
40xxx
rick
$100
miles
simmenta
l Heifer
753 2905
Quality work for less Cus$650 Financing available for 1st 50 callers Previous
$650 489-2998 or
The New Revolution
tomer satisfaction guaran150 customers eligible
and no credit checks
28R 2 bath, central heat/ 489 2704 after 5pm
In Real Estate
teed Free estimates L E
492-8884
only For information call
air W D hookup Stove,
Williams 489-2663
REGIST
ERED
poll
hererefrigerator, water furn492-8254
PRIVATE Investigato
1984 CAMARO T tops
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
ished Reference and de- ford bulls for sale-8 llmo
D B A Confidential Invesn
2BR with appliances, ceil- 305 V8,
AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc
beige $3500
old Open and bred hereand Cooling Service Comgations, Southside Shop- posit required No pets
ing fan, carport, fenced 759-9883
Dozer,
after 5pm
backhoe trucks Le- plete service on all central
fords Steven Paschall
ping Center, Suite 0102 753 3949
yard outbuilding Priced in
vies roads, driveways, cooling,
901 247 3303
all makes and
1987 YUGO 38xxx miles, 4
Murray, 753 2641
$20'5
Colema
n
RE
parking lots septic tanks
2BR house or 2br apartmodels Call Gary at
speed new tires A/C, AM/
753-9898
foundations, basements
SHARP copiers Author- ment near downtown
759-4754
FM stereo $1500
gravel dirt and etc
ized dealer for sales ser- 753 4109
3BR 1/, bath brick Panci: 753 6644 after 4pm
DAVIDS
ON Roofing New
753-057
7
vice, supplies parts and 2BR duplex
ama Shores 2 car garage,
in Northwood
roofs and repairs Tear offs
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
rental units Local com- Applian
many
extras
753
6339
Al TREE Service Stump and re-roofs
ces furnished
Written guardoor sedan Maroon, excelpany Call 1 800 248 4319
3YR old female AKC regis- 3BR 1 bath
$285 mo 759 4406
in city Fenced lent condition Low mileage removal spraying hauling, antee Local references
tered
Basset
Hound
dog
yard
work
and
mowing
WANT a faster refund? LARGE
backyard Low utilities and $6800 Negotiab
753-5812
2br, w d hook-up, $200 Of30 Call 753-7129
le Call Free estimates
753-0906
Why pay more for elec
priced in $30-s Call Mike or Andrea
garage mini blinds 1602
753-3311
LICENS
ED for electric
after 5pm 759-9816
Ironic tiling? Our prices Main $275
753-4801
Coleman RE AKC 'German Shepards
gas refrigeration Installa1989 MUSTANG converti- 753-0495
start at $20 001 Ca)I Hodge
492-8745
753 9898
tion and repair Free estible V-8, 5 speed 1989
Noel and Associates, the
A B Masonary brick block mates 753-7203
Mazda MPV van, V 6
No city taxes!
income tax professionals at 2 or 3E.1R duplex Washer, AKC registered Lab pupand stone Will do any type
dryer hookup Appliances
753-1893 ask for John or
753 6069 or 759-1425
9 miles from Murray
pies Black and yellows
of large or small jobs Guar- FENCE sales at Sears
Central heat air Fireplace
Bob
Call 759 1424 after 5pm
now Call Sears 753-2310
at Kirksey. New 2antee quality work
$350 mo plus deposit
for tree estimate for your
1989 NISSAN with air 489-2982 anytime
story
home.
bed3
HAVE
an
obedient
753
well
3940
after 5 30pm
needs
Mobile
$4550 1985 Cutlass 2 door CARPEN
mannered safe dog You
room, 3 bath, study,
TRY, commercial
Homes For Sale
3BR duplex 753-9400, train classes or we train
$1750 492 8884
GENERA
L Repair plumband residential work Refamily room, living
435 4214
Professional certified train
1260 STAR Fully turn
CAR Stereo Installation modeling, additions, decks, ing, roofing tree work
•
room,
kitchen/
dining
ers serving Murray for over
ished with patio central 3BR farroly room
Fast quality ser- 436-2642
fireplace
room combination,' 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard fences
12 years 436 2858
heat air Located in view of living and dining room
Music Murray's, Alpine Car vice Call 759-1424 after GUTTERING By Sears
concrete
Ky Lake 8 miles from Mur- Central H
double
Audio Specialist, Dixieland 5pm
A. stove and re
REGISTERED Lab pup
Sears residential and comray Will sell to move or frige.rator
driveway, 2 car garCenter, 1 block from MSC ALPHA Builders
No pets
pies 4 black 435-4481
mercial continuous gutters
Carpenleave on lot 901 587-3746
dorms.
492 8634
age. Many more ex759 1958
try, remodeling, porches, installed for your specifica-vas. Will consider
1265 2br with double lot A BRAND new
roofing, concrete, drive- tions Call Sears 753-2310
495
brick du- Pegs Dog Grooming
474-0124
ways painting, mainte- for free estimate
any reasonable bid.
plex 2br ac.gas heat, all 753 2915
nance,
etc Free estimates
Vans
appl
ances
No pets
489-2126 or
G W CONSTRUCTION
1470 NORRIS home and
489-2303
Gerald Walters roofing,
lot Will sell separate 3 75.3 7688 or 759 4703
1986
FORD service van 6
489-2
387
nights
miles East of Murray
ANY remodeling, building, painting vinyl siding all
cylinder. air, 64,000 miles
753-5786
panting 8 roofing Free es- kinds of remodeling Phone
$2850
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
753-444
5
after
NICE 3br cabin on lake big
489-2267
timates
References
5pm
heat
air
Appliances
1983 MOBILE home 17
lot A bargain at $29,900
6 ACRES on S 4th St
435-463
2
HADAWAY Construction
acres of land Sell or trade Ridgewood $300.mo
Murray Nice home big
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
Home remodeling, paintfor house and 5 6 acres of 753 8056 or 753-2633
Street frontage, potential 753-0292 after 5pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
land 753 6853
unlimited $79,500 Terms
Factory trained by 3 major ing wallpaper, carpentry,
FURNISHED apartments
PRICE reduced 2br bock
manufacturers Most parts floor covering No job too
759-1922 owner
24tt PERRY travel trailer, efficiency 182 bedroom
large rooms remodeled.
in
stock, on my truck All small 753-4251
self-contained, skirled, in- and sleeping rooms Also COMMERCIAL building
Stain Master carpet, low 1957 CHEVY pickup New
work and parts warranted
HAULING, yard work, tree
sulated. underpinned Ex renttng for -May -Zimmer- 2800sq ft next to golf utilities Coleman RE rebuilt engine Good for reAsk for Andy at The Apstoring $800 437-4931
removal, mowing Free escellent condition, brick pa- man Apts S 16th St
753-9898
course on N 16th and Ut
pliance Works, 753-2455
timates 759-1683
tio, privacy fence See at - 753-567)9
terback Rd 753-0521 or
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake 1977 DODGE pickup V-8
Grogans Traler Court 94E
APPLIA
436-2165 after 5pm
NCE
SERVIC
E
INSULATION Blown In By
subdivision 4br 2 bath, with cap Auto ps/pb,
NEW 1000so ft apartment
63xxx plus original miles 1 Kenmore, Westinghouse, Sears TVA approved
FULLY operating lakefront covered deck 354.6006
Whirlpool
30
years
experi- Save on those high heating
280
Gas heat1ow utilities Near
owner $1850 492-8959
resort features 7 cottages
ence Bobby Hopper,
college
Mobilo
Extra nice
and cooling bills Call Sears
owner/caretaker home 32
470
1979
JEEP
CJ7 Hardtop, 436-5.848
Homes For Rent
$395mo 753-8828
753-2310 for free estimate
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
new V8 motor, new transBACKHOE Service - ROY KITCHEN
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br NEW 2br duplex Ap- of prime lakefront MLS
Motorcycles
mission and rear end
CABINET REHILL Junior Thorn, operaelectric or gas Walking ds pliances energy effluent, 2967 Contact Kopperud
759 9802 after 6pm
MODELING with wood
YAMAHA
Rive
moped
tor 30 years experience
tance to college 753 5209 owner occupied 1821 Realty 753-1222
grain formica, all colors
$250 436.5501
1982 CHEVY 5-10 Auto, Septic system, drive-ways
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
Free estimates Wulff's ReKOPPERUD REALTY of
TRAILER for rent No pets
AM/FM cassette, long hauling, foundations. etc
covery. Murray 436-5560
Northwind Mobile Home TAKING applications for fers a complete range of
wheel base 753-2249 after 759-4664
Park 753-9866
section 8 rent subsidized Real Estate services with a
5pm
LAWNMOWING DependBILL Travis trucking for
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bed- wide selection of quality
able
person 753-7027
1985
515
GMC long wheel gravel dirt, fill sand and
homes
all prices
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
NEW
base
and
used
$2500
tires
759-1786
Key
white
A
rock
753-12
LICENS
474-277
22,
ED electrical
toll
9
Hardin
free
Ky or call
Mobile
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
1 800 251 HOME Ext
502 437 4113 EHO'
Horne Lots For Rent
1989 CHEVROLET S-10 BREAKING and disking contractor JAMES C GAL753-5500
711L
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- gardens Yard landscaping LIMORE ELECTRIC ComN the country Water turn
mercial and residential fast
cellent condition Low mi- and bushhogging
PROPERTY for sale Loshed 6 miles north of Mur
courteous and efficient serleage
$8000
753-710
436-543
2
0
cated
in
Coles Campay 753-5786
vice 759-1835
Auto
ground Penny and Ktrksey
1989 CHEVROLET SWB
Parts
2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile - cprem,unity Small acreage
black 350EFI auto, ps/pbt
past Graves Co fine, Hwy or mini farrn Call 489-2161, 1982 28 liter engine Ex- pw, AWFM factory digital
Business
cellent condition
after 6pm
121N Stove refrigerator
equalizer. KMC Wheels,
Rentals
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
753-9808
Deposit and references re- AUCTION
low miles. sharp $10,500
your real estate
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
4 CAR shop with office Call quired
753
No pets $275
0724
property to settle your es
microwaves • dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.
753-4509
489 2440 leave message
tate Call Wilson Real Es1989 SILVERADO Dark
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
Factory Authorized Repairs For
blue low miles, sharp
Wilson 753-5086.or Dan
Tappan-Kelvinator-Enterson-Brown
753-7387
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
1969 OLDS 98 New roof
Miller 435-4144
new seat covers, power
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
A total of 123 acres or
510
sell in smaller
windows less than
tracts. two 45 acre tracts on the south side of
100 000 miles Call
Campers
Highway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA
753-1913 after 5pm
easement to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood
1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
1977 BUICK 2 door, V-6.
River Embayment. The property would be
1 LOT on Bee Creek Or, only 59300 miles, excel- Gas or electric Call
good for any type development or the perfect
North 4th. City water/ lent gas mileage body and 437-4366
place for your lake home. Near Panorama
sewer 1 lot in Grove inside $875 759-1922
1971 YELLOWSTONE
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course. only seven
Heights east of Murray. Cr4r
camper 22ft , sleeps 6,
1977 CORVETTE L82 four self-contained
miles from Murray.
water available 753-5200
with factory
speed $7500 753 4445 aieheat
492-8500
LOTS for sale Gatesboro after 5pm
area 753-0800.759 4577
1973 DODGE motorhome
1978 FORD Mercury Mo24ft roof air, self-contained
narch Good condition, 6
low mileage Good shape
Wingo - 376-2222
cylinder, good gas mileage
Price $5500 Phone
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
753-9808
436 2743
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Gar- 1979 FORD pickup 302 27' GLOBE Star travel
standard shift $1250 1977
age, 2 blocks from univer
trailer, with all extras Trade
sity Mid $40's 753-1404, Ford van 302 automatic for bass boat 437-4942
$1400
1980 Mercury Mar
7536128
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
guts 4 door $1250 1979 FOR sale or trade 11.4 ft
2BR beck. 1 car garage, Cutlass new engine 260 self-contained cabover
newly remodeled
V-8 $1850 1986 Chevy pickup truck camper Good
753-6633
Celebrity Eurosport 4 door condition
$1200
7 WOODED acres with 3br $3250 See at5 Points Auto 435-4397
520
1'4 bath home Between Repair 8104 Coldwater
Rd or call 753-9181
Mayfield and Murray
Boats
$29900 362 4825
& Motors
1981 DODGE Diplomat
We're TPI Restaurants, Inc.. operating over
ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath 65xxx actual miles Slant 6 14ft JON boat with 2 swivel
cylinder, psipb, air Excel seats, paddle and life jack250 restaurants throughout the South We
home with central heat/air
have significant opportunities for Restaurant
Nice location on quiet resi- lent condition $2500080 ets Great condition $300
489-2411 after 5pm
759.4431
dential street Owner trans
Manager Trainees and Assistant Unit Manferred and anxious to selll
agers to begin or continue an exciting career in
1981 MERCURY Marquis 1988 MONTEREY 19ft, ruMid $50s.MLS 2804 Con- needs
restaurant management in N.W Tennessee
motor work Excel
nabout cuddy cabin Stetact KoPperud Realty
Our excettnt pay, bohus and benefits, exceplent body etc Make offer
reo, depth finder, 1651/0
753 1222
753 2059
tional training programs, and outstanding ad753 3682 759-4884
vancement opportunities are among the Best
COZY country 2 3 bed
room home Recently rein the industry tf you are interested in joining
modeled and redecorated
one of the USA's most successful restaurant
MOIRES SALE
New central heaVair Prop
companies,send resume and salary history to.
SATUR
DAY, MARCH 16TH
erty
includes
wooded
5
(Local interviews will be arranged)
acres Offered at a bargain
7 A.M. - 12 13.1.1.
Darrell Douglas,
price $37,500 MLS 2709
INDOOR & OUTDOOR
1305 E. Wood St. (Hwy. 79E)
Contact Kopperud Realty
Take KY 464 West off of Hwy. 641 North
go
Paris, TN 38242
753 1222
approx. 1 mile and take first blacktop road to the
right
(Hopkin
s-Shur, Road). First house on right.
EVERYTHING looks new
12 h p Murray riding mower (1990 model),
antique filing
in this 3br, 2 bath redecorcabinet 18 ft swimming pool gas furnace & bank, freezer
ated home Located on
chest turn of the century stove used as gas smoker,
old farm
1/, acre lot Offered at
implemen5 nail kegs, milk can, oil hosier, drafting table
Mii`rray
$46,250. This includes
Baste rocker Odeon Alf.10 chair hanging Chair beds, tablas,
satellite dish antenna MLS
wall unit storage catsnea and shelves. model tram layout with
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
accessones 105 more
753 1222
0

II1 J PIM, LH 4irii:LIAO!

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbriren, Inc.

MAGS Errand Service offers housesittmg, grocery
shopping postal and banking needs, etc 753-9630
Mon Fn 8-5 References
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
•
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service. All work
guaranteed 753-4200
WILL do mowing and lawn
work 753-8908
PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging, wallcover
ings, furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or rite, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15, most repairs
$351 all brands 3rd Street
Alm°, Open 9-12 1 5
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
WILL mow yards Free estimates 436-5269

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIONG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY HURRAY (Bohm, Bunny B•ead)
753-504.0
NII.M9.0411.41

4111111lib's--440.
0
.

BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL!
Three bedroom, 2 bath home in Martin Heights.
Andersen windows,oak cabinets, gas heat and many
extras. 813 square feet-upstairs is excellent storage.
but ready to be finished if extra rooms are needeit
$129,900.

...

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits, and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2,000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

•

BOYD MAJORS
-REAL ESTATE

•

THE BEST
CAREERS
BEGIN HERE!!

Now that we are entering. our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

MONET

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Ledger & Times classified department

America's Dinner Table'
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Civil Defense Training

Mathis selected "Out of the Ordinary" employ at MCCH
Jeannie Mathis of Murray, a registered nurse in the Critical Care Unit at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
has been selected the hospital's "Out
of the Ordinary" employee for the
month of March.
The "Out of the Ordinary award is
presented regularly to an MCCH
employee such as Mathis, who in the
eyes of colleagues andtor patients.
demonstrates outstanding commitment to his or her responsibilities.
Mathis has worked at MCCH se-

tz\-

TVA to provide legal defense
for Steve White in QTC suit

Kentucky Disaster and Emergency Services — Howard Lewis
and Jill
Redden (second and third from left) of the Carlisle and Graves County Disaster and Emergency Services (DES) agencies respectively
examine a 1960's vintage fallout shelter water container during a recent
"Civil Defense Systems, Program and Policies" seminar in Hopkin
sille. Also shown are (from left) regional DES Coordinator Bob Carrico, Green County Judge-Executive Vernon Bagby and Peggy Billing
ton of the Calloway County DES. Sponsored by KyDES, the four-d
ay
Federal Emergency Management Agency course addressed U.S. civil
defense history and current status as well as a comparison of nationa
l
civil defense programs worldwide.

,

•
Jeannie Mathis

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You

Open This Weekend

1_1_1 r r

Sunday, March 17, 2-4 p.m.
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Ron Hubbard, Jr., a 22-year-old junior at Murray,State Univers
ity, is
pictured above on the steps of the LS. Capitol with U.S. Rep. Carrol
l
Hubbard. Congressman Hubbard is presenting Ron with the Congre
ssional Award for Youth, an award which he received for volunte
er
community service. Ron, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Hubbard,
Sr. of Murray, earned the award while he was a resident of Morganfield. Ron is an Eagle Scout and is majoring in Biological Science
s at
Murray State.

F_E.alt CAN pur

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane

for Mathis said: "Jeannie truly cares
about a patient's needs. She is very
cheerful, very efficient and courteous.
In addition to the award, Mathis
receives a specially-marked parking
space for the month, a certificate
denoting the honor, a balloon bouquet, and a special invitation to the
hospial's annual service awards banquet in April.
Jeannie Mathis resides at 1500
Dudley Drive and has two children:
Brian, age 20. and Trisha. age 15.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) proven. Moulton said, "If we com— The Tennessee Valley Authority ment on that, that's getting into the
will provide the legal defense for lawsuit because that issue's raised
former TVA nuclear chief Steve in the lawsuit. So we will respond
White in a lawsuit even though the to the complaint or the lawsuit in
suit claims White defrauded TVA. the prescribed time to respond."
Quality Technology Co. of Lebo.
Moulton said he did not know
M-F 9 a.m.-S p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Kan.. a former TVA contractor, whether TVA would hire outside
filed a civil racketeering suit counsel to represent the defendants
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
against White and seven other or use the agency's own attorneys.
defendants last month in U.S. District Court in Knoxville.
The suit contends the defendant,
including Stone & Webster Engineering Co. Inc. of Boston and
STEMAR Corp., of Charlottsville.
VA. damaged QTC financially by
conspiring to defraud the federal
government through their relationship wit TVA.
White. who ran TVA's nuclear
program from January 1986 to
November 1988, was once employed by Stone &: Webster and is a
principal shareholder in STEMAR.
QTC was hired by TVA in May
905 Johnny Robertson Rd.
1985 to perform interview, investi1573 Mockingbird Drive
gative and consulting services at
TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
The suit contends that as part of
the conspiracy, the defendants succeeded in-„anding AJC's business,
relationship with TVA.
TVA spokesman John Moulton
said that TVA was legally bound to
provide the defense for White and
the other defendants.
1566 Mockingbird Drive
1005 Southwood (3 bedroom condo)
"It as
obligation to
Put your trust in Number One.TM
according to the contracts we :
'
Rea.
nor at trustee 'or tte.
Loretta Jobs Realtors
ith them." Moulton said.
\\F I anC
7a/ferns:as of C.ent.r5 2.: Rea. Estate
303 N. 12th St.
Asked about a possible conlll
corporator. hqua. Housing oppOrturuN
'EA CH OFFICF. IS NIMPF2.DF-511.Y OW51-1)
of interest, since TVA could halve
Murray. Ky.
AND OPERATED
claim against White if frau
(502) 753-1492

Congressional Award for Youth

••••••,..•

yen-and -a-half years and provides
care for patients in the hospital's
Critical Care Unit.
Mathis said "I am very honored to
be the recipient of this award. To be
recognized while doing something
you enjoy makes it especially meaningful. My family and my nursing
career have always 'been the most
important parts of my life. It helps to
have children who are supportive,and
it also helps to work with the great
people I work with."
One of the many nominations cards
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We have purchased several manufactured factory
overruns. All first-quality
merchandise primarily sectionals, waterbeds and bedding. First come,first save some items one-of-a-kind!
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NO DOWN PAYMENT
NO INTEREST •
Largest Selection of
Sectionals & Waterbeds
In the 4-State Area
All On Sale!

SALE HOURS
THURS. 10-6
FRI. & SAT. 10-8

• • •

Over 200 Pieces of Bedding
In-Stock Ready For Delivery
All Sizes & Firmnesses
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A num YOU CAN DEPEND ON
For car, home, business and family qualrty
insurance protection designed to meet your
• specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby indeperident agency service.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple St.

753-4451
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'With approved credit and $399
purchase
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